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Abstract: 

 

This Thesis details a design study into a new diagnostic of X-ray emission of intense 

laser-plasma interaction, the Orion Time Dilation Imager (TIDI). The principles 

behind the novel technique of pulse-dilation (the acceleration of a photoelectron, 

based on time-dilating a pulse by a time-varying potential, which results in velocity 

dispersion of the pulse traversing a drift region and causes image temporal 

magnification), are reported and analysed to inform the design decisions. Research is 

also performed into the initial use of pulse-dilation on the Dilation X-ray Imager 

(DIXI) instrument, which has been fielded and characterized on NIF, and the design 

considerations for developing a device capable of very high temporal resolution (<10 

ps), 2D imaging of laser-plasma experiments.  

 

The scope for utilising TIDI in previously unobtainable regimes in HED physics 

experiments is assessed. Experimental applications are identified and described, and 

their compatibility with a proposed design for TIDI is explored. Three key 

experimental applications are: Time resolved broadband x-ray diffraction, time 

resolved point-projection spectroscopy, and UV colour temperature measurements. 

The design constraints are explained and justified, including; the necessity of a 

modular design for UV and x-ray sensitivity, ensuring compatibility of the device 

with a Ten-Inch Manipulator (TIM) as used on the Orion target chamber at AWE, 

and the benefits and trade-offs of critical design parameters. 

 

Experimental work to characterise an optical arrangement similar to one which 

would be used for the UV colour temperature measurements is reported. The optical 

pyrometry set up was characterised for the Orion target chamber and found to 

perform as expected. The system provided very high optical resolution (~1µm), a 

wide unvignetted field of view of ~0.5mm at a magnification of 12.5x. The colour 

correction of the system showed no significant aberrations. Other sources of image 

degradation were tested and found to be not significant.   

.   
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Definitions 

 

MCP – Microchannel Plate, similar in principal to a photomultiplier tube, an MCP 

will intensify detected photons through the process of secondary electron emission. 

The MCP differs from a PM tube in that it has an array of different channels which 

mean it can provide spatial resolution.  

Pulse Dilation – Stretching a pulse in the axis of the accelerating field direction to 

improve temporal resolution 

CCD – Charged coupled device 

Gated – Gating in imaging is the time for which the detection surface is active (e.g. 

having the shutter open) 

Frame – There can be multiple frames in a gate 

Photocathode – A material which can take a photon signal and store it until it is 

released as a photoelectron signal by an applied voltage, essentially utilising the 

photoelectric effect. 

Phosphor – A detector which responds to an electron incident on its surface by 

releasing a photon. 

FWHM – Full width half maximum 

ICF – Inertial confinement fusion, fusion performed by using the fuels own inertia as 

the method of confinement, in this report it will always refer to ‘indirect drive’ fusion 

using lasers unless otherwise stated.  

Hohlraum – The radiation enclosure used in ICF 

Motional Blur – Image aberrations caused an insufficient gate time which is less than 

the speed of the object trying to be imaged. 

Bremsstrahlung – The x-ray radiation emitted by accelerating electrons 

SLOS – A proposed Single Line Of Sight x-ray imaging device utilising the 

technique of Pulse Dilation 

DIXI – The Dilation X-ray Imager designed for NIF, being characterised at time of 

writing 

NIF- National Ignition facility 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction  

 

In this chapter the reader is introduced to the concept of high energy density physics 

(HED) and the theory behind high-speed x-ray imaging. The limitations of the 

current generation of x-ray imaging devices are presented, alongside the 

experimental requirements of the Orion laser facility, in order to explain the drive 

towards a higher temporal resolution x-ray diagnostic. 
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1.1. Introduction to High Energy Density (HED) physics and x-ray 

imaging 

 

Large laser systems are used to access the HED physics regime due to the high 

irradiances they can achieve on target. Laser light is produced within the kJ energy 

range in ns time scale pulses. Focusing this power onto areas of a few hundred 

microns results in irradiances of 10
14

-10
15

 W/cm
2
[1]. 

 

High energy density physics is the study of energy and matter and energies 

exceeding 10
11

 J/m
3
. This area of physics spans across a wide range of topic, from 

the exploration of astrophysical environments within a laboratory setting, to 

understanding the fundamental processes governing Inertial Confinement Fusion 

(ICF). 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Graphical depiction of the HED regime [2] 

 

Laser plasma interactions are of interest as they provide a way access high energy 

and density regimes in physics. Experiments in laser-plasma interactions take place 

in various facilities world-wide. Laser-plasma interactions depend not only on the 
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composition of the plasma but also on the properties of the laser (wavelength, 

intensity, pulse length, etc), Laser capabilities vary from one facility to another, 

allowing a wide range of experiments to take place. For example, the National 

Ignition Facility’s (NIF’s) Jupiter laser suite at Lawrence Livermore Nation 

Laboratory has a range of lasers which permit highly detailed measurements to be 

performed in areas such as plasma instabilities, filamentation, and coupling in HED 

physics.[3] 

 

At AWE, plasma physics plays a crucial role in enabling research into the high 

energy density environments which would be produced by an exploding nuclear 

weapon, without contravening the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) which 

prevents the carrying out of underground nuclear testing. Research using the recently 

commissioned Orion laser facility, provides insight into a wide range of topics such 

as shock compression for equation of state calculations, and hohlruam research into 

radiation conversion efficiency studies. 

 

High-powered lasers are used at AWE to provide experimental data on the properties 

of matter under extreme temperatures and pressures. The purpose of these 

experiments is to allow modelling of the processes which are present in the operation 

of a nuclear warhead. The Orion laser facility houses the most powerful lasers at 

AWE; it has ten ‘long pulse’ beams for the compression of a target and two ‘short 

pulse’ beams (one for heating a target and the other acting as a diagnostic beam). The 

long pulse beams “deliver up to 500 J of 3
rd

 harmonic, ultra-violet light in a pulse of 

1 nanosecond duration”, the short pulse beams each deliver “500 J of infra-red light 

in a pulse of 500 femtosecond duration”, this means that the short pulse beams can 

produce an intensity up to 10
21

 W/cm
2
. The diagnostic equipment needs to be able to 

resolve events which occur under these conditions, this requires high temporal and 

spatial resolutions.[4] 

 

Short-pulse lasers have the ability to produce astounding irradiances; at AWE 

experiments have used irradiances in the range of 10
18

 to 10
21

 W/cm
2
. At these 

intensities the laser light can apply huge pressure on a surface which can lead to 
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many interesting physical phenomena that are worth studying, for example exploring 

rapid changes in density and pressure caused by electron collisions; expansion is 

prevented via having a layer of test material buried within a second material which 

will not expand as quickly. Measurements are then made using x-ray emission and 

absorption spectroscopy and proton radiography. 

 

During laser-plasma interactions there are several products that can be utilised for 

diagnostic purposes, among these are: K-alpha x-rays, an x-ray spectrum, high 

magnetic fields, fast and slow electrons and energetic protons and ions. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Products of laser-target interactions [5] 

 

Characteristic radiation is produced when an electron is excited from its state and the 

rest of the electrons respond to this hole by rearranging into a lower energy state, in 
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doing so, any ‘falling’ electron must release an x-ray photon of energy equal to the 

transition between states. These transition produced photons are specific to each kind 

of element (although the resolution of the diagnostic needs to be good enough to 

separate out the lines if we get several elements within a sample which have very 

close peaks), the intensity of these transitions stands out from the Bremsstrahlung 

radiation (a result of decelerating electrons interacting with the target).  

The x-rays can be measured by spectra or can be imaged depending on the type of 

information desired. 

 

There are two principal ways of looking at the x-ray spectrum; fluorescent x-ray 

spectroscopy and diffraction x-ray spectroscopy. In fluorescent (energy dispersive) 

spectroscopy a source of x-rays (typically an x-ray tube but electron beams can also 

be used) will be filtered to cut off the lower energy x-rays. The hard x-rays (5-10 

keV) interact with a target and three kinds of secondary radiation are emitted: 

Scattered incident x-rays, excited electrons liberated from their nucleus, and 

characteristic x-radiation. [6]  

 

Temperature and density information can be obtained through the measurement and 

analysis of these emission lines. The line radiation received will not be purely 

monochromatic, it will be broadened in frequency space; this broadening can be 

caused by the thermal motion of the atoms or the pressure from collisions or even the 

electric fields from surrounding ions and electrons. The line height gives us the 

intensity of the radiation recovered. 

 

Since the properties of the emission lines are so dependent on temperature and 

density we are able to use them to diagnose those aspects of the plasma. The 

temperature could be found from a measurement of the absolute intensity of the 

optically thick transitions (as they approach a black body). However as it isn’t quite 

close enough to a black body it is easier to measure a ratio of the optically thick lines 

from neighbouring ionisation states. The ratio of ionisation states is very sensitive to 

temperature and the ratio of the population of two energy levels will be governed by 
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the Boltzmann equation, therefore we can use the ratio of intensities from two lines 

to get a good diagnostic of the temperature.  

 

The density could be found from the absolute intensity of spatially resolved optically 

thin resolution but this method leads to large margins of error, instead we use the 

Stark effect. The Stark effect is when energy levels, of hydrogenic ions, shift in the 

presence of an electric field. This shift causes a broadening in the emission lines, the 

electric field is some function of the electron density and is therefore also a function 

of the overall plasma density, and thus we can use the line widths as a suitable 

density diagnostic. [7] 

 

X-ray imaging is simply the position and intensity sensitive recording of x-ray 

photons and can be applied over a wide range of topics, from medical (x-ray 

radiographs) to ICF (the implosion of capsules). X-ray photons interact with matter 

in three principal ways which contain useful information for diagnostics these are; 

Compton scattering, Rayleigh Scattering and photo-absorption/attenuation. The way 

x-ray photons interact with matter can reveal useful information about the 

composition of a sample, for example medical radiography. [8] 

 

Images or spectra can be collected in a time integrated or time resolved way. A time 

resolved image is when the data is collected at a series of time intervals after/during 

an event whereas a time integrated image is related to the exposure time (the 

integration being the interval during which the camera will capture signal), so a time 

integrated image will give you the temporal evolution over a fixed window but only 

a time resolved image allow for the selection a moment in time to be specifically 

observed.  

 

1.2. X-ray imaging of High speed phenomena and Project Objectives 

 

The Orion experimental facility recently began its first experimental campaign. In 

order to meet future requirements of the experimental programme new technology is 

being sought to advance the capabilities of the Orion diagnostic suit for exploring 
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high speed phenomena. One example of an experiment being developed is point 

projection absorption spectroscopy. PPSA will be used to study the properties of hot 

dense matter with spatial, temporal and spectral resolution. The key aim is to find the 

opacity of a sample target foil under an evolving temperature/pressure. The heating 

x-ray source is generated by a laser beam incident on a converter foil target. X-rays 

are radiated symmetrically; forward propagating x-rays go on to heat the sample foil. 

A point x-ray source is provided by the backlighter pin when irradiated by a pulsed 

laser. The point source x-rays provide a 2D radiograph of the sample on the film. A 

Bragg crystal gives spectral resolution in one direction. By comparing the spectrum 

of the radiation transmitted through the sample to the spectrum of the un-attenuated 

beam the opacity of the sample can be measured. [9] 

 

The x-ray pulses in proposed experiments are of a very short time scale (on the order 

of 10-100ps) [10]. X-ray pulse duration is typically comparable to the heating laser 

pulse duration, that is to say the rise time of the x-ray emission pulse is defined by 

the time required to heat the plasma and the fall time is set by the time scale of the 

plasma cooling (which is determined largely by rate of radiation emission and rate of 

expansion). The duration of the x-ray pulse can be useful in several applications 

including the rapid expansion of plasma and the propagation of shock waves in 

solids. [11] 

 

Thin low mass targets are good for laser-plasma experiments as they rapidly absorb 

the laser energy and drop their density. This increases the mean free path of the x-

radiation, allowing x-rays to escape with minimal absorption and reemission. 

However, low mass targets also cool more efficiently. The net result is a very short 

x-ray pulse for low mass targets irradiated by a picosecond-scale laser pulse (as in 

Orion). Diagnosis of such laser-plasma experiments therefore requires very high 

temporal resolution diagnostics. [11] 

 

An x-ray framing camera is based around the principle of pulsing a photocathode, 

which produces an electron bunch via the photoelectric effect (see section 5.2) which 

is then collected by a Microchannel Plate (MCP) and the signal output is recorded by 
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a CCD, see below schematic (fig 1.3). While the x-ray signal is incident on 

Photocathode (e.g. CsI), the 500v reverse bias prevents the electrons from leaving the 

photocathode until a pulse is sent to release them (this is the act of framing the 

image). To record an image frame a high voltage gate pulse is sent across the 

photocathode. In the below case the pulse is created using a photoconductive switch. 

The rise time of the gate pulse corresponds to the temporal width of the trigger light 

pulse. [14] 

 

Figure 1.3 X-ray framing camera example [15] 

 

Another way framing can be created is by using a gated MCP.[15], x-rays generated 

by a laser-target interaction are incident on an MCP. A pinhole array is used to focus 

these x-rays onto four horizontal electrically conductive strips. Electrical pulses can 

be sent down each strip independently of the other strips. However, the signal will 

only travel down the MCP once the strip has been activated. Utilising this method 

creates an arbitrary delay gating the image (see below image). [15] 

+500 V 

Pulser: 

-10 kV 

X-ray signal 

MCP 

Light pulse 

trigger  

CCD 

Photocathode 
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Figure 1.4 Gated strip-line MCP 

 

The MCP is gated, rather than the subsequent detector (e.g. a CCD) as it prevents us 

from assuming uniformity on the MCP; if we were to gate a CCD which is 

immediately after an MCP we would be relying on the transit time being consistent 

all along the MCP, considering the small times we are already dealing with this could 

be a crucial factor. There are other practicalities to consider also, such as the fact that 

a CCD is run off the mains (as opposed to a high voltage source) so it can be more 

difficult to control and trigger. 

 

X-ray framing cameras and gating imagers are effective as they are able to resolve 

extremely quick events. X-ray framing cameras have been shown to be able to get 

down to temporal resolutions of 30-40 ps, this was done by adjusting the length to 

diameter ratio of the pores on an MCP. It has been show that the resolution of an 

imager is dependent on the electron transit time and the electron transit time is 

defined as: 

 

 D

L
L

eV

m
Te 

 

Equation 1.1 

 

Pinhole array 

Conductive 

strip lines 

Pulse  

MCP 
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where Te is the transit time, m is the mass of an electron, e is the fundamental charge, 

V is the applied voltage, L is the length of a pore and D is the diameter. [13] 

 

X-ray framing cameras can be made to be flexible enough to cover an extremely high 

range of requirements. The FXI (flexible x-ray imager) was created to cover 

incredibly fast events (e.g. capsule implosion) and not so fast events by 

implementing a variable gate time (100 ps – 2 ns) which could prevent motional blur 

and provide high temporal resolution for a number of situations. This was achieved 

by making the FXI modular and adaptable to the type of data you wish to record. Its 

two main constructions were; soft x-ray framing camera (SXRFC) and gated x-ray 

imager (GXI). The Magnification is adjusted by target-to-pinhole distance and the 

spatial resolutions are around 10um (GXI) and 12um (SXRFC). [16] 

 

The main objective of this project is to assess the feasibility of overcoming the limit 

of current generation x-ray framing cameras. Unless there is a drastic discovery in 

the field of MCP research a new technique is required to get 2D imaging with a 

temporal resolution below 40 ps. 

 

 MCPs have been used for years but now a higher temporal resolution is needed. 

There are a number of drivers for improving the temporal resolution of diagnostics 

beyond that which can be achieved with a framing camera. For instance, shock 

experiments. We currently use proton radiography to observe the time evolution of a 

low density plasma inside of a hohlraum, the temporal resolution is such that we are 

only able to speculate about that causes the prominent features within the shocked 

plasma, however with a higher temporal resolution we would be able to further 

confirm computer modelling of this system. [17] 

 

In “indirect drive” fusion a hohlraum holds at its centre a spherical capsule of D-T 

fuel. The laser geometry is set up so that the beams entre the hohlraum through LEHs 

(laser entrance holes) which allow the lasers to deposit energy into the inner side of 

the hohlraum. The hohlraum acts as a radiation enclosure, converting the optical 

laser light into soft X-rays. The x-ray radiation compresses the spherical fuel fusion 
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capsule (which contains a layer of frozen D-T fuel and a low density D-T gas) 

through the process of x-ray ablation; the x-rays heat and compress the outer shell 

quickly turning it to ablated plasma which implodes the fuel within to extreme 

densities, the D-T gas heats up to ignition temperature and fusion can then occur 

within a window of 10 – 100 picoseconds i.e. very fast indeed. [18]  

 

Symmetry is important for ICF as the critically high density at the centre of the fuel 

pellet is caused by shockwaves travelling from the outside in and meeting perfectly 

in the centre will give us the high density required. The current generation of framing 

cameras are unable to reach the temporal resolution required to accurately assess this 

symmetry.  
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 Chapter 2 

 Introduction to Pulse Dilation Imaging (PDI) 

 

Pulse dilation imaging is a relatively novel method in the field of x-ray imaging 

therefore a whole introductory chapter follows in order to fully familiarise the reader 

with the theory behind the technique. This chapter also includes an overview of how 

PDI has so far been put into practice and the results of these experiments. 
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2.1. Overview of technique 

 

Pulse Dilation is a method in which a bunch of electrons emitted from a 

photocathode is manipulated such that the incident photon signal is temporally 

magnified. The inherent temporal resolution limitation of an MCP (up to 30- 40ps) 

may be overcome by removing the direct dependence of the photoelectron 

production from a photocathode and their time of arrival on the MCP as follows. 

Prior to detection on the MCP, the photoelectrons leave the photocathode and enter a 

region of time varying potential. The time-varying electric field is due to a voltage 

sweep and causes earlier emitted electrons to drift at a higher velocity than the 

electrons emitted at a later time, thus dilating the temporal shape of the signal; 

another way of looking at it is that it has been temporally magnified. The electron 

cloud (now with a range of accelerations) leaves the area of potential and is sent to 

drift down a vacuum towards the MCP when the signal can be gated with an apparent 

temporal resolution of <10ps (dependent on the pulse architecture and drift length 

used) [19] 

 

Electron signal manipulation is a technique used in several already existing 

diagnostic devices, for example a streak camera. Similar to pulse dilation, a streak 

camera uses a high voltage field to manipulate a bunch of photoelectrons. The 

photoelectron signal is sent through a pulsed voltage (which has to be triggered for 

periodic events) perpendicular to the camera axis so the position of the signal 

incident on the phosphor is a function of the time of passing through the high voltage 

potential. 

 

In a similar way to pulse dilation, a streak camera entails generation of an electron 

pulse at the photocathode and makes use of a voltage sweep. However unlike pulse 

dilation, the temporal signal is spread perpendicular to the axis of motion such that 

temporal variation is imaged in a 1D spatial domain.  [19] 
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The pulse-dilation mechanism has been described in physical terms from a model by 

Hilsabeck et. al. [19]. A schematic of the pulse-dilation technique is shown in Figure 

2.1. In the model the time that an electron exits the drift space is given by 
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Equation 2.1 

where, 
'

it  = Time that electron leaves the drift region, L=drift length, m=mass of 

electron, e=fundamental charge, t =Potential at a time t which accelerates the 

electron, and it =time electron enters the drift region. 

Earlier emitted electrons enter the drift zone at t0 and the back of the signal at t1 the 

time that each arrives at the MCP is dependent on the potential difference between 

the anode and cathode which provides the kinetic energy to the electrons, where t’ = 

time electron exits drift space, L= drift length (const), m= mass of electron, e= 

fundamental charge,  t= Time dependent acceleration voltage, and t= time electron 

enters the drift region. 

 

The temporal magnification of the pulse-dilated signal relative to the incident photon 

signal along the direction of propagation is given by 
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Equation 2.2 

 

where  01 ,ttm = the magnification of the signal and vd= the average velocity for 

electrons within the signal pulse.  
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Figure 2.1 Principle of Pulse Dilation technique used in DIXI and proposed for SLOS [22] 

  

This model assumes that the photoelectrons are born with zero energy. However in 

reality they are born with a range of energies and these can begin to affect the 

process (i.e. if the back electron is born with more energy than the front electron, it 

can catch up with it which ruins the temporal causality of the process). A model finds 

that the temporal causality starts to be affected when the electrons are normally 

distributed with a temperature of 1eV. [19] 

 

Space charge propulsion is another limitation of the temporal resolution. If the 

photocurrent density (number of electrons per second) is high enough the electric 

fields produced by the electrons will modify the particle trajectories. This is counter 

acted in the transverse axis by a large magnetic field. 

 

2.2. Prototype pulse dilation imager 

 

A proof-of-concept experiment was devised by Hilsabeck et al [19], in which a 

prototype pulse-dilation imager was developed to demonstrate 5ps-gated framing 

using UV light from a short-pulse laser. The prototype design used a 2inch 

photocathode of a fused silica window coated with 100 nm Au.. An accelerating gap 

of 1.6 mm was utilised to pulse the electron signal with a -10V/ps gradient before 

entering a vacuum (<10 
-5

 Torr) region extending 50cm from anode to detector. A 

large magnetic field (400 G) was used to prevent defocusing of the electron signal as 
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it is drifted. The pulse dilated signal was gated using an X-ray framing camera (the 

FXI) which has a gating capability of 80ps [19] 

 

The experimental procedure was as follows; a short-pulse laser (100 fs, 1mJ at 

800nm) with a rep rate of 500 Hz. The pulse was sent through an 80 ns optical delay 

in order to allow time for the photocathode to trigger. After the optical delay the 

pulse was sent through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This allowed the continual 

adjustment of delay between two short pulses (i.e. simulating a very fast event). Each 

arm of the interferometer has a different arrow shaped aperture (A1 and A2 in fig 

2.2).    

To measure the temporal resolution the path difference was adjusted in small steps 

until the variable leg aperture appeared and disappeared from the image. This gave a 

temporal resolution for the instrument of around 5ps. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Hilasabeck, proof of concept prototype [19] 

 

 

 

2.3. 1
st
 Generation Pulse Dilation Imager (PDI)- The DIXI 

 

Following first successful demonstration of pulse-dilation in this experiment [19], a 

diagnostic utilising the technique was built for NIF. Designed to image the fast ICF 

events mentioned earlier (in particular the symmetry of implosions), the Dilation X-
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ray Imager (DIXI) has been tested on the Comet laser and proved to show up to 6 ps 

temporal resolution, 2D imaging. DIXI is now being commissioned for use on NIF 

 

DIXI is the first Dilation X-ray Imager to be put to use at NIF. It utilises the pulse 

dilation in order to achieve temporal gate times of <10 ps. 

 

In DIXI x-ray radiation is incident on an Al or CsI transmission photocathode, this 

produces an electron signal with a defined temporal length. The electron signal is 

sent through a pulsed potential electric field and out through an anode mesh in a drift 

space which is under a high vacuum. During the electron bunch’s time in drift space, 

due to the uneven acceleration given by the pulsed PC, the signal dilates as the 

disparity between the front (high accelerated) electrons and the back (low 

accelerated) electrons becomes more pronounced. The drift space is subjected to a 

magnetic field which keeps the electron signal focused by limiting transverse 

spreading. The dilated signal hits a gated MCP detector, which is then followed by a 

phosphor, fiber block and CCD or film. The MCP is pulsed in time with the PC to 

gate the signal effectively. 

 

The temporal resolution is dependent mostly on the drift length of the device and 

gradient of the voltage ramp used to accelerate the electron bunch.  The spatial 

resolution a convolution of resolutions of the individual components, primarily in 

DIXI it is dominated by the MCP [21] however t s worth noting that the resolution 

contribution from the photocathode material choice (due to the much larger energy 

spread produced by a gold photocathode it has a far poorer resolution that the CsI 

photocathode) is significant [20]. The fundamental spatial resolution is set by the 

magnetic field which constrains the electron bunch as it traverses the drift region, In 

a solenoid the transverse excursion of the photoelectrons is limited to 4 times their 

cyclotron radius 
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Figure 2.3 DIXI schematic, mounting at the chamber wall of NIF made it a requirement to have 

such a large area photocathode in order to gain enough signal [20] 

 

The DIXI is located on the equatorial plane of the NIF target chamber so that 

gravitational effects are minimised, to protect the CCD the device is tilted at a 20º 

angle. An imaging pinhole array mounted within the target chamber gives the DIXI 

an magnification of 65x, a field of view (FOV) of 150 µm giving an image of ~9.8 

mm. The MCP has 4 individually delayed strips which each have a time window of 

around 250ps  

 

DIXI was tested by imaging a flat foil target irradiated by a high intensity laser. The 

detector was run in pulsed mode and the strips were close to co-timed. The FWHM 

of the shortest signals measured came out as around 6.5 ps. The spatial resolution 

could also be determined from this test and was found to be around 360um for a 370 

Gauss field. The jitter was found to be < 1 which is sufficient for the interleaved 

image method required for a 10 ps gate time.[21] 

 

2.4. 2
nd

 Generation PDI- The SLOS imager 

 

The Single Line Of Sight (SLOS) x-ray framing camera is a new diagnostic being 

developed for NIF, following on from the DIXI. Similarly to DIXI, it uses pulse 
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dilation. However the SLOS instrument will have a repetitively pulsed photocathode 

(as opposed to the singular pulse used in DIXI) to acquire four successive frames, 

albeit at lower temporal resolution. The spatial resolution is improved over that of 

the DIXI with the aid of a higher magnetic field. One of the critical steps in the 

SLOS is to arrange the axial streak so the frames are separated by an interval which 

is greater than the decay time of the phosphor. [22] 

 

In SLOS x-ray radiation in incident on a PC. The photocathode pulses 4 times at 4 

different acceleration voltages for 100ps “on” time and a 100ps “off” time. The 

different voltage ramps are necessary to allow enough temporal spread between 

photoelectrons in adjacent frames to capture and store one frame signal before the 

next. The signals enter a drift space (which is 2m to accommodate the 4 frames 

required - substantially longer that the 50cm used for DIXI) and due to the different 

voltage ramps, the photoelectron bunches travel at different velocities, allowing the 

signals to individually dilate and for the interval between the signals to increase. The 

interval for arrival at the MCP is about 50 ns, sufficient for the MCP pulse to gate 

each frame. The drift space is subjected to a high magnetic field to overcome the 

MCP resolution limit. The signal is then sent through the fast phosphor, an imaging 

lens, a gated image intensifier and then to a CCD. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 SLOS schematic 
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A fundamental limit on the frame rate comes from the maximum pulser potential 

ramp of 60 V/ps. The drift voltage of the first frame is proposed to be 2500 V and the 

drift voltage of the second frame will be defined by the drift length so as to comply 

with the 50 ns frame separation required at the fast phosphor.   

 

For SLOS the 4 ‘frames’ should be incident on the MCP around 50 ns in separation 

(each ‘frame’ is pulsed 100 ps apart at potentials that should lead to this condition), 

this allows time for the fast phosphor to decay. The limit of fast phosphor decay is 

the limit on frame rate. 
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Chapter 3  

Application Requirements on Orion 

 

Chapter 2 outlined the potential to have a very high temporal resolution x-ray 

framing camera, in Chapter 3 the justification for building such a diagnostic for the 

Orion laser facility is explained. The current suite of x-ray diagnostics at Orion is 

out-lined and their limitations are highlighted. Three key experimental aims, which 

are currently unachievable without PDI, are explained and the motivation behind 

achieving these aims is explored. Design specifications placed on an Orion pulse 

dilation imager are explained in the context of the three key experimental 

applications. 
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3.1. Justification for an Orion Time Dilation Imager (TIDI) 

 

The Orion laser system at AWE includes a suite of target diagnostics to diagnose the 

plasmas produced by laser-target interactions. The target diagnostics are designed to 

record x-ray, optical and charged particle emission from laser-produced plasmas. A 

key subset of the x-ray target diagnostics covering temporal, spatial and 

spectroscopic domains is as follows: 

 

 DANTE – Time resolved measurement of low-energy x-ray emission, for 

measuring target temperature in laser target interactions. 

 HEX-ID – High resolving power spectroscopy of x-ray backlighter materials 

for measuring plasma opacity. 

 FFLEX – diagnostic for measuring in the hard x-ray and bremsstrahlung 

spectrum, giving information of electron temperatures. 

 HXRS – diagnostic for measuring in the hard x-ray and bremsstrahlung 

spectrum, giving information of electron temperatures. 

 TLD ARRAY – an array of thermo luminescent dosimeters for measuring 

bremsstrahlung radiation dose level. 

 GXD – A gated x-ray detector 

 

This suite of target diagnostics allows measurements underpinning many detailed 

aspects of high density and energy physics such as equation of state measurements 

and opacity research, in the below table we can see the parameters of the current 

diagnostics (table 1). New technology is being sought to advance the capabilities of 

the Orion target diagnostic suite for capturing high speed phenomena. Plotting the 

temporal (fig 3.1), spectral (fig 3.3) and spatial (fig 3.2) resolutions of associated 

diagnostics in the current diagnostic suite enables determination of these capability 

gaps. 
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Experiments such as thermal emissions from microwire targets or the implosion of 

spherical targets have events that occur on a scale of 10s of ps (see table 2), these are 

difficult to image even with our highest temporally resolving camera (GXD). A pulse 

dilation (DIXI like) device is therefore proposed to cover that temporal range. The 

DIXI like device (TIDI: Time dilation imager), has the added challenge of needing to 

fit into a Ten Inch Manipulator (TIM), this is partly due to lack of space on Orion, 

but will also have the added benefits of portability and adaptability. 

 

Figure 3.1 Temporal Capabilities of Orion Diagnostic Suite 

 

Figure 3.2 Spatial Capabilities of the Orion Diagnostic Suite 
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Figure 3.3 Spectral Capabilities of the Orion Diagnostic Suite  

 

Figures 3.1-3.3 have SLOS and DIXI shown to hypothetically highlight the potential 

coverage of a time dilation image 

 

Table 2 details the various experimental applications which benefit from high 

temporal resolution 2D imaging. Of the potential applications detailed in table 2, 

there are three principal experiments which will most define the design of an Orion 

TIDI. These applications will be explain in further detail here, they are as follows: 

 

 Time resolved broadband x-ray diffraction 

 Point projection spectroscopy 

 UV colour temperature measurements 

 

3.2. Time resolved Broadband X-ray Diffraction  

 

Time resolved broad band x-ray diffraction has been used in an attempt to 

characterise the response of materials to dynamic compression loading. If a material 

is subjected to sheer stress during compression along one axis, where the sheer stress 
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is beyond the elastic limit, then relaxation processes will attempt to reduce the stress 

up until the “material strength” limit is reached. The material strength is a function of 

material parameters and the load parameters and is important when studying wave 

propagation, compression and hydrodynamic instabilities in metals. [10] 

 

X-ray diffraction can be used to characterise the state of the shock compressed 

material. X-ray diffraction with the Orion BBXRD (BroadBand X-Ray Diffraction) 

is typically done with ~1-20keV x-rays and in time-integrated manner, the material is 

compressed and multiple planes in the crystal meet the requirements for Bragg 

diffraction which gives rise to a diffraction spot per plane. The location of the spot is 

dependent on the strain state of the material 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Current BBXRD arrangement 

 

In a previous experiment the set up was a diffracted x-ray pattern recorded on image 

plate detectors set into a pyramid shaped enclosure (see figure 3.4) as the crystal is 

shocked the movement of the diffraction spots on the image plate is recorded [10]. 

The shift in spot position is a function of the aspect ratio of a unit cell in the crystal 

which has been compressed by the laser driven shock: 

Drive beam 

Implosion back-lighter 

beams on capsule  
Ambient Shocked 

sample 

Visar beam 
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 The aspect ratio is defined as: 

 

 

Equation 3.1 

 

where ,  and  are the unit vectors of the cell and  and  are the strains in 

the transverse direction and shock direction. In order to determine α Braggs law is 

used to fit the expected, uncompressed, diffraction pattern and establish the precise 

orientation of the sample and labelling each spot with their miller indices, with this 

known the compressed diffraction pattern can be fit using α as the fit parameter. 

 

In the previous experiment no observable difference in strain as a function of time 

was found with 1 ns temporal resolution, also no evidence of a partial relaxed region 

was observed.  

It was concluded that the time scale for the relaxation processes was much shorter 

than 1 ns (simulations suggest <5ps) which is why a very highly temporally resolved 

2D x-ray camera would be a useful diagnostic for exploring this topic further. 

 

  

 

 

 

Unit cell 

before 

compression 

Unit cell post 

compression 

Figure 3.5 altering the unit cell aspect ratio 
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BBXRD is currently recorded by an Image plate, this is a simple set-up that offers a 

high sensitivity and a wide detection area (giving a broad spectral range). Employing 

the TIDI in place of the image plate allows for time-resolved, as opposed to time-

integrated, recording of complex x-ray diffraction patterns. Due to the smaller solid 

angle received by the photocathode (a result of geometric constrains and a limit to 

the physical diameter of the PC) when compared to the IP it is necessary to judge the 

relative sensitivities of the two methods 

 

 

Figure 3.6 BBXRD scale drawings (accounted for source size in solid angle calculation and not 

assumed point source [24] 
 

In order to make this comparison it is assumed that the photocathodes are similar in 

sensitivity to x-ray diodes (XRD); the photocathodes will be high Z so high Z x-ray 

diode data is used for this estimation. The IP sensitivity is measured in milli-Photo 

stimulated luminescence per photon: 

Photon

mPsl
IPs   

Equation 3.2 
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The XRD sensitivity is measured in Amps per Mega Watt: 
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Equation 3.3 

 

where energy is the total energy (number of photons multiplied by the quantised 

photon energy). 

 

Calibration has been performed [25] that gives a common reference point between 

the total charge on an x-ray diode and the Psl seen by the Image plate at 6keV. This 

calibration found that the total charge on the XRD is 200 pC and the corresponding 

IP reading is 1.6 Psl. 

 

Figure 3.7 Nickel Photocathode Response Curve 
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Figure 3.8 Fuji BAS Image plate Response Curve 

Using two response curves common reference points 
IPR  and 

DR are found at 6 keV, 

in order to find the number of photons detected by each device the following 

equations are used: 

 

IP

IP

IP N
R

C
  

Equation 3.4 

 

 keVNE
R

C
DT

D

D 6  

Equation 3.5 

 

Where 
IPC = the calibration point of the IP (1.6 mPsl), 

DC = calibration point on 

XRD (200 pC), 
IPR and 

DR = the reference points from the responsive curves at 

6keV for the image plate and x-ray diode respectively, and 
TE = total energy 

 

Therefore the relative sensitivity per unit area can be found as: 
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IP S
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N
  

Equation 3.6 

 

From figures 3.7 and 3.8 and the reference points can be established as IPR  0.002 

Psl and DR  0.8 A/MW. Therefore the relative numbers of photons to produce 

equitable signal are: Nd=260.06E-3 photons and NIP=800 E-3photons. So the XRD is 

~3 times as sensitive as an image plate which seems a little low but suggests that the 

sensitivity reduction from a decreased area should be compensated by an increase in 

sensitivity. 

 

3.3. Time resolved Point Projection Spectroscopy (PPS) 

 

Fast time resolved 2D point projection spectroscopy is used for opacity 

measurements. PPS provides a measure of the radiative opacity by recording the 

absorption spectrum. Opacity plays an important part in creating radiation diffusion 

models in astrophysics and also is a critical component when trying to achieve 

indirect drive ICF. 

 

When using a holraum (or other black body cavity) the high powered lasers ablate 

the inside of the cavity and that radiation is used to drive a fusion reaction. 

Knowledge of material opacity is important because radiation from the plasma 

surrounding the capsule (which may have temperatures of the order of 10-200 eV) 

can be absorbed by the capsule shell, causing preheating. 

 

The opacity of a material is a measure of its impenetrability to radiation. Opacity is a 

critical factor in ICF as the amount of energy absorbed by a D-T capsule shell must 

be accurately determined. In particular, it is important to observe how opacity 

changes over the very short time scales (10s of picoseconds) of the ICF implosions 

as even a small increase in opacity can have a drastic effect on the target 

performance and neutron yield [26]. 
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Figure 3.9 PPS with a flat dispersion crystal [27] 

 

PPS involves backlighting a target with a laser beam to produce a well defined point 

source of x-rays which then pass though heated warm sample (often also allowing a 

portion of the x-rays as an un-attenuated backlighter spectrum. The x-rays are then 

spectrally dispersed, usually by a Bragg crystal, before being incident on a detector 

the position of which defines the magnification of the image and hence the spectral 

resolution. 

 

Figure 3.9 displays an arrangement with a planar crystal and x-ray film for non-time 

resolved measurements of the absorption spectrum. This would be no good for 

observing dynamic effects which is the aim of these experiments. 

 

Planar crystals are not the only dispersive element available. Using convex or 

elliptical crystals can bring the spectrum to a focus which could be placed at an 
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aperture in order to remove a substantial portion of the background emission 

spectrum noise. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 PPS with curved dispersion crystal causing a focus in the spectral output [28] 

 

 

Figure 3.10 is taken from reference [28] which reports a study into the ionisation and 

recombination dynamics of transient aluminium plasmas over a picoseconds time 

scale. This was done by using two ultra short pulse lasers, one to pulse the 

backlighter and produce an ultra short pulse of x-rays, and one to create the thin 

dense plasma. The temporal information is probed by a frequency domain 

interference beam. The bent crystal allows for magnification (adjusting the position 

of the detector) while retaining the same wavelength range.  

 

A curved dispersion crystal will probably be used with the Orion TIDI. The 

intermediate focus point will allow for pinhole filtering to protect the photocathode. 

The longitudinal movement of the TIM can then allow for an adjustment to the 

spectral resolution to suit purpose, see figure 3.11. 
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3.4. UV colour temperature Pyrometry 

 

Laser driven shockwaves are of interest to HED physics as they are used to compress 

and heat material to high temperature and pressure states. The equation of state of a 

material is defined by the relationship between the state variables; the thermal state 

variables (temperature, entropy) and the mechanical state variables (pressure, density 

and internal energy) of a system in equilibrium. Shock wave experiments can be used 

to relate the mechanical state variables through measurement of shockwave and 

particle velocities. [29] [49] 

 

As the material is heated it can undergo transitions, such as ionisation or phase 

changes. These transitions may lead to significant change in the thermal properties of 
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Figure 3.11 Potential PPS set up for TIDI with aperture 
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the system. Performing temperature measurements on shocked materials enables 

these transitions to be characterised. [48] 

 

Optical and UV-XUV self emission from a shock wave can provide the thermal 

information needed in order to properly characterise the equation of state of a 

material. The shockwave temperature can then be inferred from this emission by 

comparing it to an equivalent Planckian radiator. The emission will occur over a very 

short period of time and will need a diagnostic capable of 1-10 picoseconds temporal 

resolution and a high dynamic range. The requirement for such high temporal 

resolution comes from the fact that emission can become shielded by surface blow 

off so the emission needs to be recorded before that point. The requirement for high 

dynamic range comes from the desire be able to record preheating effects (on the 

order of 1 eV), as well as the main emission. 2D imaging would be valuable for the 

recording of hotspots on the surface. Such experiments are currently performed on 

Orion with a velocity interferometry system coupled with pyrometry in order to 

provide velocity and temperature measurements. 

 

3.5.Summary of Application Requirements 

 

Consideration of the performance of DIXI, the SLOS requirements, and potential 

applications of the TIDI summarised in table A.4 (appendix) have led to a set of 

achievable user requirements:  

 X-ray sensitivity of 2 keV-60 keV interchangeable with a UV sensitive mode 

(covering spectral range required from user applications)  

 High spatial resolution with up to 30 μm desired (especially for observing 

thermal emissions form microwire targets) 

 Very high temporal resolution for 2D imaging with <10 ps   

 A high dynamic range  

 Compatible with a Ten-Inch Manipulator (TIM) 

 Pointable to protect against straight-through x-rays striking CCD/CMOS 

 Vacuum compatible 

 Sufficient shielding to mitigate background signals and debris.  
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Chapter 4  

Design limitations for the Orion Time-Dilation Imager 

 

An analysis of the limitations of a time dilation device needs to be performed in 

order to establish that the experimental requirements set out in Chapter 3 are 

achievable. Using the equations from Hilsabeck et al [19] the fundamental 

limitations to the framing capability, temporal and spatial resolution of a pulse 

dilation device are estimated and presented.  
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4.1. Design limits to the Temporal Resolution 

 

Figure 4.1 The accelerating potential's influence on a photoelectron's time of flight 

 

 

Figure 4.2 drift time as a function of Voltage for a series of drift lengths 
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that a sweep at lower potential would lead to a larger 

disparity in the drift times as would a longer drift length. So we can conclude that 

one of the limitations will be a low voltage limit to electron drift and another will be 

a mechanical limitation in length. The lowest attainable sweep voltage is limited by 

space charge effects. A PIC code simulation ascertained that the lowest available 

sweep voltage is 100 V [23].  

 

Ultimately the limit to the temporal magnification comes from the sensitivity of the 

detection end of the device; this will depend on the efficiency of the phosphor used 

and the number of photons required per pixel on the CCD/CMOS to record an image. 

Once a sufficiently sensitive enough detection end is used the temporal resolution 

becomes limited by the available space for a drift length and the gradient of the 

sweep across the photoelectron pulse. 

 

4.2.Design limits to the Spatial Resolution  

 

The Spatial resolution of a diagnostic device is the quadratic sum of the limiting 

resolutions of the individual components within the diagnostic [21] (see equation 

4.1). Once the instrument’s inherent resolution was established we also looked at 

how the resolution would be affected by the addition of front end optics.  

 

 22

BMCPPCinstr Mag   

Equation 4.1 Instrument resolution [21] 

 

Where instr  = the spatial resolution of the entire instrument, PC = the spatial 

resolution at the photocathode, MCP = the spatial resolution at the MCP, and MagB= 

Magnetic field component. In this equation the MCP term is multiplied by a magnetic 

field component which takes account of any de-magnifying caused, in a 1:1 style 

diagnostic, MagB = 1 
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In the drift length the electrons are focused using a magnetic field, the transverse 

excursions of the photoelectrons therefore is what limits the spatial resolution at the 

PC ( PC ) which is therefore limited to: 

][

][
9500][4

GaussB

eVT
mr

e

L   

Equation 4.2 

 

where Te is the characteristic energy spread which is dependent on the material 

properties of the photocathode, and rL is the Larmor radius. 

 

And the system resolution will be: 

 

22

Optinstrtot    

Equation 4.3 

 

where δOpt represents the resolution of the front end optical system, for example a 

pinhole. I performed work characterising an optical arrangement (see section 6.5) 

which would be a potential analogue for an arrangement used on a Orion TIDI. The 

spatial resolution of a potential front end optical system was established as ~1.7µm, 

when coupled with a time dilation imager with a 1:1 geometry this allows us to 

estimate the resolution of the entire diagnostic: 

 

    2/1222
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Equation 4.4 

 

Assuming a typical spatial resolution of the MCP to be ~45µm [21] an estimation of 

the resolution of this instrument as a function of magnetic field strength can be 

found: 
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Figure 4.3 Resolution of the total system as a function of the Magnetic field  

 

These are overestimations of the devices ability. In reality the front end arrangement 

of this system will be slightly different (see fig 6.22) with a 10x magnification as 

opposed to 12.5x. Therefore the resolution would need to take that into account. 

There is also the fact that this particular front end arrangement would only be 

applicable to UV imaging, however it acts as a good indication that the total 

resolution at the TCC could reach ~10µm.   

 

In a paper by S. Nagel et. al. [20] detailing the characterisation of the DIXI a 

theoretical limit to the spatial resolution is postulated to depend on the electrons 

transverse excursions which in turn relies on 4 times the cyclotron orbits, this is 

dependent on the magnetic field, which we can vary, and the characteristic energy of 

the secondary electrons released at the photocathode, which depends on the material 

used for the photocathode. Displayed below are two dependences of spatial 

resolution on the magnetic field at the MCP for different PC materials. So limitations 

are also going to include the characteristic energies as produced by certain PC 

materials and the magnetic field that it is possible to obtain/maintain within a 

TIM/DIM. 
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Figure 4.4 Resolution at the Photocathode as a function of the Magnetic field at the PC [21] 

 

4.3.Design limits to the Framing Capability 

A limitation particular to the single line of sight imager will be the efficiency of the 

phosphor. When the phosphor receives a frame it will take a certain amount of time 

to flash that frame out (around 50ns) so each frame must arrive at the MCP with an 

interval of ~50 ns to ensure that the phosphor is ready to receive the next frame. 

Therefore the efficiency of the fast phosphor is a limitation on the framing capability 

as well as the temporal resolution. 

 

Consideration will need to be given to the voltage sweep. For a DIXI like instrument 

a smooth sweep in the potential would be used in order to dilate a single electron 

bunch: 
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Figure 4.5, The temporal magnification provided by a -10V/s potential ramp over a 50cm drift 

space 

If the dilation imager needs to separate frames in a manner similar to that of the 

SLOS then the pulse will need to be stepped. The pulse sweep then becomes 

dependent on the drift length; the SLOS was designed to produce four frames (50 ns 

apart for arrival at the MCP) in a 2 m drift length. However to increase the flexibility 

of the diagnostic it may be useful to install it in a DIM. The dimension then become 

slightly more limited. It is possible however to fit 3 frames into a 1.5 m drift length 

and may even be possible to have a forth, although the gradient is becoming steep at 

that point and may lead to an unacceptable level of error: 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Prediction of the voltages needed for frame spacing for a given drift length 
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Figure 4.7  Example of several potential pulse profiles that achieve ~50 ns separation between 

frames at the phosphor 

Taking an assumed maximum sweep gradient of -10 V/s, the maximum number of 

frames for a given drift length can be calculated: 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Minimum lengths required for number of frames due to the constraints of drift 

length, sweep gradient and minimum drifting voltage 
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This demostrates that the minimum length for a 4 frame SLOS camera is 2m, 3 

frames can be achieved in ~1m drift length and 2 frames in < 50 cm. This is based on 

a frame separation of 50ns at the phosphor. 
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Chapter 5  

Design of the Instrument 

 

This Chapter details the design of the proposed pulse dilation imager, the Orion TIDI 

(TIme Dilation Imager). A basic analysis of the most likely components that would 

make up the Orion TIDI is presented. Each design decision has consequences which 

impact several other areas of the diagnostic so it is important to understand the 

physics behind each component in order to achieve the right balance for a diagnostic 

optimised to the key experimental applications. 

The development of the final proposed design for the Orion TIDI was performed in 

close collaboration with Kentch Instruments Ltd. (see Acknowledgments). Three of 

the designs are presented towards the end of this chapter, each was analysed for 

strengths and weaknesses and then used to inform a successive design until all the 

design requirements were satisfied. 
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5.1.Basic component description and analysis  

 

This section is a breakdown of the individual components which are most likely to 

make up an Orion TIDI, the physics behind how they work is described and the 

potential problems that could be encountered are explored. A basic schematic can be 

seen in Figure 5.1.  

 

 

 

5.1.1. The Photocathode 

The Photocathode is the first component activated in the diagnostic, it acts to capture 

the x-ray image and convert the photons into electrons so the image can be 

manipulated by electric and magnetic fields, all the while maintaining the image 

data.  

Photocathodes work on the principal of the photoelectric effect which I will briefly 

recap here. The photoelectric effect is the phenomenon where high frequency 

radiation is incident on a metal and as a result the metal releases electrons. An 

increase in the amplitude of the radiation leads to a higher yield of electrons being 

produced, and increase in the frequency leads to more energetic electrons being 

released. This can only be explained by light arriving in quantised packets rather than 

a wave, this way an increase in amplitude = more photons and an increase in 

Shielding 

Drift 

space 

CCD Photocathode 
MCP 

Figure 5.1 Schematic layout of a Time Dilation Imager 
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frequency = higher energy photons (E=hf). If we progressively reduce the frequency 

of the incident radiation we reach a point where no electrons are produced (f0), this 

allows us to characterise the material with a certain energy that is required before 

electrons can be emitted, this energy is known as the work function of the material. 

The work function is different for different materials and depends on the electron 

configuration, for example the alkaline metals have a low work function as their 

outer electron is easily liberated. 

 

The Photocathode is a light detection device which utilises the photoelectric effect. 

The construction is usually a photosensitive compound coating on a material which 

either allows transmission (i.e. a glass window) or is reflective such as a metal. PCs 

operate under a vacuum and have an electric field and nearby anode to ensure the 

emission of electrons. The process of photo emission can be thought of in three steps: 

(1) initial absorption of incident photon and the transfer of the energy to an electron, 

(2) the migration of said electron through the material and to the surface, and (3) the 

escape of the electron from the material. During step 2 some energy may be lost due 

to electron-electron collision; if enough energy is lost the electron will be unable to 

overcome the work function and escape the photocathode surface, the rate at which 

energy is lost during electron migration defines the escape depth of the material (i.e. 

how thick it can be to produce electrons for a given frequency). [35] 

 

Sensitive enough PCs can be affected by noise from spontaneous thermal emissions 

(this is especially prevalent in semiconductor material PCs), this is the effect of 

electrons escaping due to the thermal energy spread at room temperature providing 

enough energy (in the extreme upper end of the distribution) for an electron to 

overcome the work function. [35] 

 

The sensitivity of the PC is usually quoted in Quantum efficiency: 

 

pI

eE

n

n
QE   

Equation 5.1 
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where eEn  = number of electrons emitted, and pIn = number of photons incident. The 

QE is usually found to be ~20-30% due to the limitations detailed above. The QE of 

a photocathode is strongly dependent on the wavelength of the incident light which is 

related to the quantum energy as: 

 



hc
E   

Equation 5.2 

 

The QE of photocathodes can be broken down into a 3 step model known as the 

Spicer model (see figure 5.2). The first step of the Spicer model is the probability of 

the excitation of the electron through the photoelectric effect, this will depend of the 

fraction of absorbed light which in turn relies on the reflectivity of the material. The 

second step is the transition of the electron to the surface of the material, this is 

dependent on the likelihood of electron scatter throughout the material. Finally the 

third step is the electrons ability to escape the surface which depends most 

dominantly on the work function of the material. 

 

All three steps must be achieved before the PC can release an electron, therefore the 

probability of achieving each step will contribute towards the overall QE of the PC. 

Below each step are the main probabilistic weights as established from a 

mathematical analysis in Knoll [35]. The integral over the product of all probabilities 

over all electron energies capable of escape gives a value for the QE of the 

photocathode. 
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Figure 5.2 Photoemission schematic, Phi is work function [36] 

  

 

The fraction of absorbed light: 
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Equation 5.3 

where Iab=absorbed light, Iinc=incident light and R(v)=optical reflectivity of metal 

 

Probability of electron being excited to an energy E by a photon of energy hv: 
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Equation 5.4 

where N(x)=number of electron states at an energy x, E’=E-Ef, and Ef= The Fermi 

energy. 

 

Probability of reaching the surface without being scattered by other electrons 
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Equation 5.5 
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Probability of escape 
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Equation 5.6 

 

For small values of E-ET, D(E) is the dominating probability, so if we ignore the 

other two we can see: 
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So the quantum efficiency is proportional to the square of the difference between the 

energy of the incident photon and the work function of the material [35]. 

 

The sensitivity of the photocathode is at one end defined by the work function as at 

sufficiently high wavelengths the energy imparted to the photoelectron is not enough 

for it to escape the PC surface. The limiting factor on low wavelength radiation (e.g. 

UV and X-ray) is usually not dependent on the PC itself but more on the window 

through which the light must travel before reaching the photosensitive area, for glass 

this is around 350 nm, for lower wavelengths special entrance windows must be 

made from fused silica or quartz. [35] 

 

When assessing the potential of a photocathode there is generally a trade off between 

the photon interaction length and the electron escape distance (i.e. the thickness and 

thinness of the PC respectively). Another factor to consider is the skin depth; this is 

the ability of light of a certain wavelength to penetrate the PC medium, for shorter 

wavelengths this can be of the order of 10s of nanometers, so a thinner cathode is 

advisable for a short enough electron escape distance, however for longer 

wavelengths a thicker PC is required to increase absorption of the incoming photons. 

A thick cathode would be extremely bad for shorter wavelengths as the majority of 
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secondary electrons created near the window would not make it to the surface to 

escape [37]. There are potential issues with making a cathode too thin as thin 

cathodes tend to be resistive which can cause charge depletion and signal intensity 

distortion. [37]   

 

The spatial resolution of a PC separated from the MCP is dependent on two factors; 

the material of the PC and the magnetic field at the PC. The material defines the 

characteristic energy spread of the photoelectrons emitted; paper by S. Nagel et. 

al.[21] compared the energy spreads of Au and CsI, it was found that CsI has a 

narrower characteristic energy spread and higher quantum efficiency (especially for 

high energy x-rays), with CsI having a characteristic energy spread of 1.7 eV 

whereas the Au PC has 3.5 eV. Within the magnetic field the transverse excursion of 

the electrons (which corresponds to the overall spatial resolution of the PC) is limited 

to 4 times their cyclotron radius (i.e. we cannot resolve lower than 4 times the radius 

of the orbiting electrons within the B-field): 

B

T
r e

L 950004   

Equation 5.7 

This inversely proportional relationship between magnetic field and cyclotron orbit 

means that at a higher B-field we get a proportionally improved spatial resolution. 

[20]    

 

There are potential issues which may need to be overcome in order for the 

photocathode to satisfy the application requirements, for example simulations 

suggest that QE drops off rapidly at E>10keV. Using the example of the DIXI 

device, radiometric calculations indicate that a DIXI x-ray imager will require high 

energy PCs with a secondary electron QE of 5% to attain a SNR of 80, this QE is 

greater than the QE of solid CsI in the range of 10-30keV[38] 

 

The photon energies received are expected to be >10 keV (range of 2keV-60keV). 

Photoemission quantum yield measurement data and photoelectron energy spectrum 

data are not currently available in this photon energy range. High efficiency PC 

materials require a high Z in order to stop the incident photons. 
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Improving the overall QE can be done through geometric techniques  

A design was proposed in order to have a structure PC which would minimise 

electron escape distance and maximise photon interaction length. During 

characterisation of the DIXI it was found that PC flatness was incredibly important in 

order to correlate the time of images across the strip on the MCP and an even gap 

should be maintained between the PC and anode mesh, given these considerations a 

structured photocathode is probably not fit for our purposes. [38] 

 

Using a similar theory a paper by Frumkin et al [39] found a sweet spot for PC 

thickness. Their study found that the QE of a CsI PC reached a maximum value 

around 300-400 nm for a range of 5.9-8 keV photons. It is hypothesised that this is 

due to the photons travelling a substantial distance into the PC and minimising the 

electron escape distance, too thin and the photon may pass through without 

absorption, too thick and the electron may struggle to escape without collision. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Potential enhancement of QE of PC by structuring in order to have an increased 

photon interaction length and minimised electron escape depth [38] 

 

Another potential problem could stem from finite wavelength effects. The time 

varying accelerating potential causes a temporal spread in the photocathode output 

signal across the image plane. The effect is not present for static potentials (e.g. 
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streak cameras) and is a product of the RF excitement of the Photocathode. A 

simulation was performed to see how a pulse dilation imager would be affected by 

this effect. When the accelerating potential is at around 4150 V it was found that 

there would be a 48 V potential spread over a 5mm diameter circle on the surface of 

the photocathode, with a 10 V/ps ramp this corresponds to a temporal spread of 

around 5ps.[19] The design has to be constrained to minimise this effect: Image 

plane aperture size, the rate at which accelerating voltage can be ramped, and the 

maximum temporal magnification per unit drift length of the instrument all have to 

fall within certain parameters.[19] 

 

In order to maintain an acceptable spatial resolution the transverse energy of the 

electron cloud is not too large, the magnetic field component of the RF 

electromagnetic wave can reach significant strengths which are able to impart 

transverse energy on the electron signal during the acceleration period. [19] In order 

to combat this one way of preventing the outcome is to reduce the magnetic 

component of the EM wave through deconstructive interference. There are several 

ways of achieving this, you could use an open transmission line or reflect the 

incident wave back on itself with the correct phase and polarisation to cancel out the 

magnetic component. Another way would be to use a duel injection set up and have 

the Photocathode excited by colliding pulses. Alternatively use an RF excitation 

signal that has zero net current at the gating time, this can be achieved by the 

capacitive coupling of a monocycle onto a static dc voltage that is equal to that of the 

drift voltage [19]. 

 

The TIDI will be fielded for a wide range of experiments, some of which extend into 

the UV spectrum; the CsI cathode which would be used for x-ray detection would 

have little effect in this range, therefore it will be necessary to have more than one 

photocathode material available. An interchangeable photocathode or a multi 

element PC would be needed to cover the full spectral range set out in the desired 

specifications. Au would be suitable for UV measurements while CsI is a well tested 

and reliable PC for x-ray detection.[40][38] 
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Figure 5.4 Example of QE for a selection of PC materials [12] 

 

5.1.2. MCP-Phosphor as an image intensifier  

 

A microchannel plate can be considered as a planar array of photomultiplier tubes. It 

acts to intensify single photons through the conversion to and multiplication of 

electrons though the photoelectric effect and secondary emission effects respectively. 

The design of the channels can be straight (which has a danger of letting electrons 

pass un-intensified), curved/slanted or chevron design. The chevron design is useful 

as it gets a significantly higher gain than the other two designs, however this comes 

at the cost of an increased transition time. The multiplied electrons are then incident 

on a phosphor. A phosphor is a planar scintillater which acts to convert the electrons 

in to a visible/detectable photon signal. 

  

The spatial resolution depends on pore diameter, C-C spacing (centre to centre) and 

electrode depth penetrating into the MCP. Spatial resolution also is highly dependent 

on the gap between the MCP and the phosphor, the radial spread of electrons out of 

the back of the MCP is far higher than out of a photocathode and is one of the largest 
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contributors to degrading the spatial resolution. The temporal resolution of an MCP 

depends on the transit time of the electron through the pores and the thickness of the 

plate, more specifically the ratio between pore length and pore diameter and the 

applied voltage. [41] From earlier defined values; the Orion TIDI will require a 

spatial resolution of ~30 µm and a temporal resolution of <10ps. The device will 

need to be sensitive to x-ray light in the range of 2-60 keV and also be sensitive to 

the UV light region. 

 

For an SLOS imager the flashing out of the frames must be temporally separated by 

at least the transit time of the electron bunch through the MCP, pulse dilation is used 

to separate frames taken 100ps apart to higher than the MCP transit time, the longer 

the transit time, the more dilation required. A small transit time is highly beneficial 

as it would allow us to slightly reduce the drift length (necessary for compatibility 

with DIM) and decrease the required pulse dilation time (which should increase the 

spatial resolution). 

 

The MCP-Phosphor component will be the limiting factor in resolution and if the 

pore size or transverse energy spread is too large the spatial resolution of the 

diagnostic will never be any better than that. The gap between the MCP and 

phosphor is crucial and the smaller it is made the better the spatial resolution as this 

would allow less time for signal spreading before being recorded by the CCD. 

 

The temporal response of the MCP-phosphor is also important as it will define the 

framing capability of a single line of sight imager. The phosphor has to be efficient 

enough to detect single photoelectrons but also be fast enough to process a signal and 

be ready for the next within 50ns In general fast phosphors tend to produce short 

wavelength light, a CCD will couple less efficiently with these wavelengths which 

would lead to a reduction in the dynamic range of the diagnostic. Estimations made 

by J. Hares at Kentech [23] predict that a 40ns phosphor would require 64x 8keV 

electrons to guarantee the CCD records a signal and that around 22000 electrons can 

be produced per resolution element (from the MCP) this leads to an estimated 

dynamic range of 300.   
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Research has been performed into reducing the transit time through an MCP to 

produce a camera with 30-40 ps framing times [13]. This was done by reducing the 

thickness of two MCPs, one with a standard pore aspect ratio (L/D = 40) and one 

with a reduced pore aspect ratio (L/D = 20), L= length of the pore, D= diameter of 

the pore. The transit time through an MCP has been shown to scale as: 
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Equation 5.8 

 

where m=mass of electron, and V=applied voltage. The transit time, and hence the 

minimum gate width, can be reduced by decreasing the aspect ratio or increasing the 

applied voltage. It must be noted however that decreasing L/D will lead to a decrease 

in gain; this puts a limit on how thin you can make the MCP and still get useful 

gains. 

  

Modelling predicted that the L/D=40 would not give sufficient gains when coupled 

with a lower voltage pulser, for similar voltage pulses the gate times for L/D=20 are 

longer that those for L/D=40, this is down to the reduction in L/D being offset by the 

reduction in the gain narrowing caused by a non-linear gain/voltage curve. The 

modelling predicts achievable gating times of 30-40 ps. These gating times were 

demonstrated in practice by measuring the temporal response (FWHM) of each 

detector pulser combination using a ~200nm, picosecond-duration laser pulses. As 

predicted the gate widths decrease with bias voltage and the shortest gates are 

achieved using L/D=40, although both aspect ratios are shown to be able to reach 30-

40 ps resolution. [42] 

 

One very simple way to remove any issue associated with the MCP is to find a way 

that the device can function without it including any reduction in spatial resolution. 

Recently a group at Sandia labs has developed a CMOS capable of ns interframe 

spacing and direct electron detection. This is achieved by storing the image in 

capacitors just behind the pixels allowing that pixel to be ready to receive the next 
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signal before the preceding one has been processed. This would allow more frames 

with a shorter drift length, the drift length available in the TIM is too short to 

separate frames by the 40-50 ns required by an MCP-Phosphor, however if the frame 

separation at the detector need only be a few ns then a TIM based diagnostic could 

easily support a 4 frame single line of sight mode. This is still in the early stages of 

development but if this technology comes to fruition then it will likely replace the 

entire back end of the TIDI diagnostic.   

 

Another option, and one which could potentially act as a placeholder while the ns 

framing camera is being optimised, is to have just the phosphor and a accelerating 

region just before it. This region of acceleration will act as the gating mechanism by 

ensuring only signal that is desired will be accelerated to above the phosphors 

threshold for detection. 

 

5.1.3. CCD/CMOS sensor 

 

A CCD (charge-coupled device) works on the principle of the photovoltaic effect 

(much like a solar cell), pixels convert light into electrons and the charge is then 

carried across the chip and read in the corner of the pixel array. An analogue to 

digital converter produces a digital signal for each pixel. 

  

A CMOS (complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor) also works on the principal of 

the photovoltaic effect, by converting light into electrons, here though each pixel has 

several thousand transistors and the charge is moved through wires. 

 

In order to establish that a CCD/CMOS detection end was the optimum arrangement 

I had to consider the benefits when compared to other methods, such as x-ray film or 

image plate. I considered efficiency (which is reliant on sensitivity, signal capacity 

and noise susceptibility), sensitivity range (largely dependent on material), and 

image quality (in its ability to reduce the effects of motion blur via high speed 

shuttering and exposure control). Within these categories CCD/CMOS devices are 

generally of a similar standard to x-ray film and image plate. Taking into account the 
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added convenience of receiving an instant image (no need to spend time developing 

film or scanning plates) CCD/CMOS devices seem a much more favourable choice.  

 

CMOS and CCD are both silicon based constructions with pixel based architecture; 

therefore the sensitivity range is very similar. CMOS is able to integrate circuits that 

perform other camera functions (e.g. noise reduction) directly onto the chip, this 

reduces cost and power consumption but it also can reduce the fill factor (which is 

100% in a CCD). [43] 

 

The dominant source of random noise tends to be the pixel itself, this is increased in 

CMOS when any additional transistors are added, however the functionality of this 

extra circuitry often outweighs the detrimental effects of extra noise. [44] CMOS 

also has an advantage in that it has excellent anti-blooming properties with the 

transistor at each pixel offering a path to remove excess charge which would cause a 

blurred effect on the image.  

 

5.1.4. Drift region Manipulator 

 

The purpose of the drift length is simply to allow the pulse time to dilate, it is not a 

necessary component for imaging and will only act to degrade spatial resolution. To 

combat degradation in signal the drift length needs to be held under a vacuum , while 

traversing the drift space transverse electron motion will be kept to a minimum with 

a strong magnetic field produced by solenoid coils.  

The Length of the drift length is the key parameter for this section, it will need to be 

long enough to accommodate the required spreading of the signal, but not be so long 

to either not fit in the TIM or cause the signal to become dominated by space charge 

effects.    

 

The dimensions of the drift length are mainly set by the dimensions of the Orion TIM 

payload. The TIM length is ~1538 mm with a square cross-section of 180.2wx169h 

mm. Given room required for solenoid pulsers and other electronics this leaves a 

maximum drift length of around 40-50cm with a lateral geometry. The dimensions 
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are fixed and along with the limitations of the pulser (due to space charge effects, see 

section below) will go on to define the number of frames and temporal resolution 

available.  

 

In order to produce a good quality image there needs to be sufficient signal per pixel. 

One of the effects of high photocurrent density is the presence of space charge 

effects (repulsion within the electron cloud) which will cause axial as well as 

temporal spreading. If this spread becomes comparable to either the inter-frame 

spacing or the period between gates then the frames could overlap. Also the 

transverse repulsion could lead to a reduction in signal per pixel and hence the 

dynamic range of the device. An analysis of the DIXI suggests that a dynamic range 

of around 300 counts is required [21], a PIC simulation performed by Kentech found 

that ratio of the dispersion caused by space charge (Dtspace charge) over the dispersion 

caused by the applied velocity gradient over the signal (Dtframes ) is a figure of merit 

which is independent of drift length which can be used to assess the maximum 

dynamic range for a given drifting voltage. For a pixel size of 20µm x 20µm and a 

pulse of 100ps, a dynamic range of 300 counts can  be achieved if the accelerating 

voltage remains over 100 V. [23]  

 

5.1.5. Shielding  

 

Electromagnetic pulses (EMP) are a result of high power laser integrations with 

matter causing a charge imbalance across the chamber. When high powered lasers 

are incident on a material that material will release electrons, if a direction of 

electron emission is favoured this can lead to a charge imbalance, since the EMP is 

proportional to the number of electrons emitted we can predict how much of an issue 

this is going to be based on the energy ranges proposed. If the energy range remains 

1-100 keV then only a small number of electrons should be produced and EMP 

should not become a problem. 

 

Any TIM based diagnostic will be subject to a radiation field due to close proximity 

to the target chamber centre (TCC), and will also have to contend with debris and 
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high energy photons. The neutron yield for the experiments proposed at the Orion 

laser facility is not expected to be large enough to damage the electronics so they can 

be housed within the TIM without much concern. 

Apertures can be used to limit damage from debris.  

Electromagnetic (EM) interference may cause an issue with the electronics on the 

device. To date no EMP issues have arisen in the fielding of the DIXI at LLNL 

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) which has been subjected to a far higher 

EMP environment than would ever be expected at the Orion laser facility. However 

if EMP does become a problem it would be advisable to encase the entire diagnostic 

in a conductive material (e.g. Aluminium) to act as a Faraday cage in order to protect 

the electronics.[45][46] 

 

5.2.Development of the Orion TIDI 

 

The schematic below (fig 5.5) displays the number of design variables which have an 

impact of certain areas of performance. Table A.5 (appendix) provides details of key 

variables on the design of the TIDI, the benefits and drawbacks of which have been 

determined through a number of discussions with Kentech Instruments Ltd. 

Discussions are ongoing with both General Atomics and Kentech on full layout for 

the TIDI diagnostic. 
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Fig 5.5 Variable-Design dependent
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The TIDI has been through a few design iterations following research on the key 

variables for a pulse-dilation instrument as outlined in table A.5 (appendix), and 

identification of the techniques that would be used in the key experimental 

applications for the TIDI.  The reasoning and progression of each stage up to the 

latest design will now be described. 

 

5.2.1.  TIDI 1: SLOS design with oblique transmissive 

photocathodes 

 

The motivation behind TIDI 1 was to make a device compatible with the TIM. In 

addition to there being a lack of space on Orion for a port-mounted diagnostic (as 

mentioned in intro), the benefits of fitting a diagnostic within a TIM include; 

increased portability, pointing accuracy and the ability to point off TCC, lateral 

movement which can help adapt to a range of applications, and ease of access for 

changing components (for example the photocathode). 

 

This design is a development of the basic SLOS design (see literature survey) which 

utilises two staggered transmissive photocathodes arranged to intercept a single line 

of sight x-ray signal. The four meshes will provide four different potential 

differences which accelerate the four frames at different speeds in order to separate 

them at the MCP/Phosphor. The pulses could be ramped in order to provide temporal 

magnification but as it stands in this design the temporal resolution is four frames 

separated by 100ns 
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Figure 5.6 TIDI 1 design 
 

This design is proposed for a time dilating diagnostic that will be compatible with a 

DIM, a DIM has a substantial larger cross section than a TIM so the drift length and 

photocathode size would be more limited for the TIDI. The maximum drift lengths 

would be limited by the width of cross-section of the TIM, using TIM dimensions 

and estimations of the size of CCDs and other components we can establish roughly 

how much space would have to be given up within the TIM for a certain drift length: 

 

Figure 5.7 ‘Short leg’ refers to the shorter of the two slanted drift regions, and ‘long leg’ the 

longer. 
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The drift time can be calculated for these lengths as a function of voltage and it can 

be shown that a frame separation of 50ns at the phosphor is possible within small 

lengths: 

 

Figure 5.8 TIM 1 potential drift times 

 

The design would require optics with a large depth of focus for the image to stay in 

focus over all the photocathodes, this can be achieved with a K-B microscope and 

this is the method proposed for implementing this design at NIF 12]. For the UV 

application of the TIDI the optics used will have a relatively shallow depth of focus 

(of the order of 10s of microns) and hence this arrangement would not be suitable. 

 

The design also limits the size of the photocathodes to such an extent that it may not 

provide a large enough image size for the BBXRD application which requires 

enough space to observe the translation of diffraction spots. Due to the narrow 

aperture (a result of placing the solenoids at an oblique angle) a small FOV is 

predicted with this design which could cause a problem for all of the experiments 
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unless front end optics are carefully considered. The design relies on transmissive 

photocathodes so would be difficult to modify for UV sensitivity. The design is 

rather space inefficient (the photocathodes need to be at that oblique angle in order to 

stop the photoelectron bunches passing through a subsequent photocathode before 

entering the drift region) which may make the device incompatible with the TIM, 

especially consider there needs to be space to house the pulser, the CCD and MCP 

electronics and the stored energy for the solenoids. 

 

5.2.2.  TIDI 2: SLSO single shot 

 

The TIDI 2 is a more DIXI like instrument; this was chosen in order to gain a high 

temporal resolution (~ 5ps) and a large FOV as a result of a large photocathode. It 

has a 4 cm diameter photocathode (interchangeable between Au and CsI for UV and 

x-ray detection respectively), a 40 cm drift space with solenoids providing a 

magnetic field throughout. The detection end consists of an MCP-phosphor however 

this will most likely become a pulsed mesh-phosphor which will give us improved 

spatial resolution limited mainly by the cyclotron orbits of the photoelectrons. This 

will provide ~6ps temporal resolution in UV and ~10 ps in x-ray regimes, a spatial 

resolution of up to 50 microns at the MCP and a high dynamic range. 

 

Figure 5.9 TIDI 2 design schematic for TIM compatibility 
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This device is essentially a DIXI but with 1:1 imaging between the photocathode and 

MCP which avoids the focusing geometry which was detrimental to the spatial 

resolution of the DIXI. The focusing geometry can be avoided by using the TIM to 

move the TIDI payload such that the photocathode is sufficiently close enough to the 

TCC. The sensitivity is then not an issue and a large photocathode to compensate for 

sensitivity loss (as for the DIXI). This design took account of the TIM dimensions. 

 

It has a modular photocathode; CsI for x-ray imaging and Au for UV. The UV will 

not have as good spatial resolution due to the spread of photoelectron energies [47] 

The PC is 4 cm diameter which is the upper limit of PC size due to the size of the B-

field and amount of stored energy in the coils (Doubling the area of either the PC or 

the MCP will lead to a required quadrupling of the B-field to keep the same spatial 

resolution)(see equation 4.2). 

 

The spatial resolution is primarily determined by the gap between the MCP and the 

phosphor (this is due to the radial spreading from the MCP being much larger than 

the radial spread out of the PC). Since the MCP/phosphor gap is in a non-sealed off 

tube the spacing can’t be as tight as in a sealed off design, therefore this design will 

suffer slightly in terms of spatial resolution and it is estimated to be around 50μm at 

the MCP.   

 

 

Figure 5.10 Temporal magnification for TIDI 2 
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Figure 5.11 40 cm drift length is around the limit of a two frame device 

 

The drifting voltage is limited to 100V by space charge effects so this device would 

be limited as a two frame single line of sight imager or would function with a strip 

line gated MCP much like the DIXI. 

 

This design is able to produce the desired temporal resolution for the experimental 

applications and it can provide a large enough field of view for time-resolved x-ray 

diffraction. However, the spatial resolution is insufficient for viewing the thermal 

emissions from micro-wires (which requires <50µm). 

 

5.2.3.  TIDI 3: Multiple lines of sight, segmented PC, no MCP 

design 

 

TIDI 2 fulfilled the design specifications in all but the spatial resolution. To improve 

the spatial resolution it would be useful to remove the MCP. Photoelectron counting 

could be achieved with a suitable phosphor placed in front to detect photoelectrons of 

sufficient energies. This way the spatial resolution would be mainly defined by the 

cyclotron orbits of the electrons in the B-field, there may also be some effect from E 
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x B drift towards the outer edge of the electron cloud as a result of the curvature of 

the B-field. Based on experiments with DIXI these drifts could be significant.  

The ExB drift is a guiding centre drift in a direction perpendicular to the B and E 

field, it comes about as a result of the non-uniformity of the B-field, causing an 

uneven Lorentz force to be applied to the electron in orbit resulting in a gyro motion. 

Other guiding drift such as due to gravity should not have an effect. 

Without an MCP, another method of framing and gating is required. Since the drift 

length is too restricted by the TIM to separate frames in the drift space, the framing 

will be performed by a repetitively pulsed PC (as for the SLOS diagnostic), which is 

sectioned and each section is triggered separately. Although this won’t define a 

single line of sight, it will suffice for the experimental applications intended (see fig 

5.12). Given the small drift length than the SLOS, gating and recording of images 

must be performed on a ~1ns timescale (as opposed to ~50ns). The gating can be 

done with a pulsed, very fast phosphor (~1ns decay time), combined with a mesh to 

provide a small acceleration region at the end of the drift length. The acceleration 

region acts to boost the incident photoelectron energy in lieu of an MCP intensifier. 

Any signal not desired will not be accelerated, and it will be below the threshold to 

be picked up by the phosphor. If the signal is wanted, the electrons are accelerated to 

≥ 5kV. Recording of the image is then performed by the ns framing CMOS camera 

mentioned earlier 

 

 

 

gnd=off 

-6kV=on 

gnd 
-1kV 

gnd 

Figure 5.12 Gating using the threshold of the Phosphor and a short accelerating region 
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In this design the segmented photocathode does not give a single line of sight, but it 

will be particularly useful for the time-resolved x-ray diffraction application. This 

application requires measurements of the shifts of diffraction spots that result 

following relaxation processes of laser-driven shocks in crystals. Figure 5.13 shows 

one design which would drift four frames. The photocathode would be provided with 

a single ramp from the electronics and each section/frame can be off- set by an 

independently controlled bias. This would allow for the timing separation in the 

drifting frames. Since the photocathode will be interchangeable, different 

photocathode geometries could easily be explored to better suit the diagnostic to the 

experiment. For example in time-resolved x-ray diffraction the direction of 

diffraction spot shifts are not necessarily known. A better design might therefore be 

concentric circles as shown in Figure 5.14. 

 

Figure 5.13 Example of segmented PC 
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The design provides different gating times from different parts of the cathodes by 

having a single ramp over the entire cathode (provided by a mesh coupled to the PC) 

and having a bias on different parts, in effect, the segmented photocathode now 

separates frames out both spatially (according to photocathode geometry exploited) 

and temporally. 

 

Straight through hard x-rays could potentially be an issue (This is one reason an 

MCP would be a beneficial component as it offers some protection against straight 

through x-rays striking the CCD). One way of avoid this issue is to use the front end 

optics to discriminate the desired wavelength(s) for observation and using the TIM 

pointing ability (a 30x30 mm square at the TCC) in order to point off axis. TIM 

pointing can be utilized along with a lateral offset with the TIM itself 

Inner circle centred 

on known diffraction 

spot position 

Spot can move in any 

direction and still get 

captured 

Figure 5.14 Benefit of a concentric circle PC for BBXRD demonstrates the flexibility of this design 
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Figure 5.15 to scale schematic for pointing off centre and avoiding straight through 

 

 

 

Figure 5.16 Protecting the CCD against straight through 

 

Figure 5.16 shows that if the entire CCD area is to be protected then the 

Photocathode can be no more than 300mm away from TCC, however some active 

area on the CCD may be sacrificed in order to make more space for the front end 

optics. The gradient is not too steep so even at 1m away only ~ 5mm of CCD is 

going to potentially be struck by straight through hard x-rays. 
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The spatial resolution will be limited by the 4x the electron cyclotron orbits which 

are defined by the magnetic field, this will easily reach the desired 30 µm.  

Essentially we have <10ps resolution for each frame and ~ 100ps frame separation in 

line with requirements for time-resolved x-ray diffraction. 

 

5.2.4. Summary of designs 

The following table is used in order to summarise how the user requirements are 

satisfied by the three designs. 

User Requirement TIDI 1 TIDI 2 TIDI 3 

X-ray sensitivity of 

2 keV-60 keV 

interchangeable 

with a UV sensitive 

mode  

Requires 

transmissive 

photocathodes, UV 

may not be an 

option. 

Yes Yes, with the 

option of having 

combination of 

materials on one 

PC, also flexible 

PC design 

High spatial 

resolution with up 

to 30 μm desired 

>50µm >50µm Limited only by B-

field, <50µm 

Very high temporal 

resolution for 2D 

imaging with <10 

ps 

<10ps, 4 frames at 

100ps frame 

separation 

~5ps two frames at 

100ps frame 

separation  

<10ps with 4 

~100ps frame 

separation 

A high dynamic 

range (predicted) 

300 counts 300 counts 300 counts 

Compatible with a 

Ten-Inch 

Manipulator (TIM) 

Yes, but not in the 

most space 

efficient manner 

Yes Yes 

Pointable to protect 

against straight-

through x-rays 

striking 

No need CCD’s off 

axis 

Yes + protection 

from MCP 

Yes 
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CCD/CMOS 

Vacuum 

compatible 

Yes Yes Yes 

Sufficient shielding 

to mitigate 

background signals 

and debris.  

Yes Yes Yes 

General suitability 

for experimental 

applications 

Not suitable for 

BBXRD, 

potentially difficult 

for UV sensitivity 

Spatial resolution 

not suitable for 

imaging micro-

wire targets. 

Suitable for most 

applications, 

benefits from 

flexible 

photocathode 

design. 

Table 1 Summary of TIDI designs to date 
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Chapter 6 

Testing to inform design and predict performance 

 

The following Chapter details the practical work done in support of this project. A 

test bed for a potential front end optical arrangement for the proposed TIDI was built 

and characterised. The Chapter contains a detailed prediction of the performance of 

the system and the methodology used in testing. The results are used to extrapolate 

the spatial resolution of the Orion TIDI (see Figure 4.3) and predict performance 

limitations which could be imposed by this front end arrangement (e.g. aberrations, 

field of view), as well as more practical limitations such as the space available in a 

TIM.  
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6.1. Introduction and justification for practical work 

 

Due to the novel nature of the Time Dilation Imager the practical work is based on 

characterising a potential arrangement of front end optics similar to the set up which 

would be used for the UV colour temperature measurements made by TIDI. The 

optical arrangement in question is an optical pyrometry system which will be used on 

the Orion test chamber in conjunction with an optical streak camera. The aim of the 

practical work was to gain enough information about the optical performance of the 

pyrometry system so that it can be reliably fielded at the Orion laser facility.  

A Gated Optical Imager (GOI) was used to act as a stand in for both the optical 

streak camera and the TIDI, it was intended that the gating mechanism of the GOI 

was also tested, however the timing was found to be unreliable and so has been 

omitted from this thesis.   

The results of the testing were that the vignetting and magnification of the pyrometry 

system have now been successfully characterised, the chromatic performance was as 

expected and the aberrations were minimal. The native resolution of the optical 

system was sub-micron. The temporal performance of the GOI was found to be 

unreliable, the spatial resolution (when combined with and optical pyrometry system) 

was limited by the CCD rather than the MCP and found to be <4 µm.  

 

The primary objectives of the practical work are as follows, test, against prediction, 

the vignetting, magnification, chromatic performance, and resolution of the entire 

optical pyrometry system. Test for any unforeseen aberrations in the pyrometry 

system, and to characterise the spatial resolution of the optical system and observe 

how it is degraded by the addition of the GOI 

 

The pyrometry system will be used for two primary measurements; Colour 

temperature and Brightness. The colour temperature is a relative measurement of the 

IR and UV light in the system and the brightness measurement is an absolute 

measurement of the broadband spectrum. It is therefore very important for the 

brightness measurement to know the amount of light lost through vignetting.   
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The purpose of the approach was to simulate conditions at Orion closely enough that 

any data gathered can be reliably applied there. The approach was to first test the 

optical arrangement passively using a close to white light source and then to test it in 

conjunction with the GOI. 

The method was to first use an incoherent light source to align the three main optical 

components of the pyrometry system (the microscope objective and two tube lenses). 

This small system was then characterised in terms of vignetting and beam 

divergence. The next step was to replicate the optical path that would be expected 

when fielded at the Orion Laser Facility (see Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1 Table Layout for Pyrometry measurements [30] 

 

Then the FOV, resolution and chromatic performance of the system could be well 

defined before it is transferred to Orion.  
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6.2. Theory 

6.2.1.  GOI 

The GOI is an optical, time-resolved imaging diagnostic designed and built by 

Kentech. It is a microchannel plate intensified gated camera. Originally it was 

designed to work with standard Polaroid® film but has since been adapted (via the 

addition of collimating tubes) to work with CCDs. The GOI heads consist of a 

cathode and MCP. The cathode is separated from the channel plate by a gap of < 250 

microns and the tubes are biased by a very high potential. This gives a very low 

electron transit time and enables fast gating. The cathodes are sensitive to 850 nm 

light. The gain on the MCP is controllable by adjusting the high voltage (in 50V 

steps). [31] 

 

The Gated Optical Imager (GOI) works similarly to an x-ray framing camera, in that 

there is an input window followed by a gating mesh (driven by a high voltage 

pulser), after which there is an intensifier (Photocathode/MCP component) driven by 

a high voltage supply and outputting on to a phosphor. 

 

 

 

 

HV supply 

to 

intensifier 

tube 

Pulse driver 

Figure 6.2 GOI head schematic 
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A small positive bias is applied to the PC and a short negative pulse is applied from 

the PSU to the PC in order to put the head in ‘on’ mode. 

  

There are four distinct heads each with an individual power supply unit (PSU) with 

supplies the gating pulse, bias, and trigger for the CCD. The gain is also controlled at 

the PSU.  

 

The GOI is similar in operation to the TIDI in the sense that it uses the same basic 

components (PC-MCP-Phosphor). However, it does not use the drift region between 

the PC and the MCP or a ramped potential difference to apply a temporal 

magnification to the signal 

. 

6.2.2.  Optical pyrometry 

 

When performing optical pyrometry it is very important that we know how much 

light we are getting through the system and how much is lost as a result of off axis 

rays being stopped by apertures in the system. This is known as vignetting, if for 

example the rays from all points along a finite FOV fill the aperture stop without any 

loss then the system can be considered to have no vignetting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Vignetting example 
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Vignetting will appear as a steep darkening around the image edge and (along with 

magnification) will define the limit of the field of view. 

 

As careful consideration of the vignettng was necessary, it was important to ensure 

the source had no additional collimation which would improve the vignetting 

performance. A Lambertian source is a finite source which follows the Lambertian 

cosine rule that the radiance of the source drops off as 4cos when viewed from a 

glancing angle compared to the normal in the same plane. This is as a result of the 

reduction in solid angle, and an increase in both the detection area and distance 

between detector and source. [32] 

 

 

6.3.Method  

Initial vignetting tests were performed as in Fig 6.5: 

Figure 6.4 Depiction of a Lambertian Source 
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The separation S is increased incrementally in order to observe the effect on 

vignetting; all other dimensions are held constant.  

As can be seen in Figure 6.14 the system outperformed the quoted figures from the 

Mitutyo catalogue [33], slight over-performance would be expected, however the 

discrepancy is too large to overlook. The source position with a transmissive 

resolution grid could potentially be producing collimated light resulting in reduced 

vignetting. To test this, a fluorescent grid was put in place of the transmissive and 

front lit to produce a Lambertian source. 

 

Figure 6.5 (a) set up for measurement of vignetting by eye, (b) same set up for measurement with 

a CCD 
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Diagram reference Description 

a White light source 

b Fluorescent Resolution grid (600 lp/mm) 

c Microscope objective (5x or 10x) 

d TUBE LENS1 (MT1 200f) 

e FireWire CMOS camera 

f Intermediate transmissive USAF resolution grid 

g TUBE LENS2 (MT2 400f) 

h 4’’ Al Mirror 

i 6’’ Al Mirror 

j Fast photography lens (Nikon 150f / Sigma 500f) 

 

Figure 6.6 Schematic layouts for passive optics testing 
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The next stage in testing was to mock up the optical path at Orion (see figure 6.1 and 

figure 6.12) with all apertures and distances (this includes the entire path from TCC 

to detector including a window at the end of the TIM and the apertures introduced by 

the mirrors used to periscope down from the TIM to the optical table) to see how the 

performance would be affected. 

 

To check magnification and alignment a second resolution grid is placed at the focal 

point of the relay lens pair, this simultaneously allows for confirmation that all the 

elements are in focus and the magnification is as expected (see arrangement 2 and 3 

in Figure 6.6). 

 

Initial resolution tests were performed with a transmissive USAF capable of spatially 

resolving up to 4.3μm, then with both a transmissive and fluorescent Ronchi grating 

to extend the tests to 1.67μm. Finally, absolute limits for the optical systems 

resolution were determined using a series of bespoke grids of resolution 1 μm, 2 μm 

and 5 μm. Band pass filters were used to find upper and lower limits to the visible 

spectrum within which the system can still perform adequately. 

 

The smallest resolution that the Firewire camera can resolve is based on its pixel 

size; it has a cell size of 7 μm, a pair is needed to resolve giving a size of 14 μm, so 

with a magnification of 10x the CMOS camera is limited to a resolution of 1.4 μm 

for the initial test, and 1.1 μm for subsequent tests at 12.5x magnification. 

 

For this test an attempt was made at replicating the Orion optical path with the GOI 

in place of the OSC, a 1Hz short pulse laser was used in place of the passive light 

source in order to characterise the temporal performance of the GOI. Some changes 

were necessary due to basic differences in functionality between the GOI and the 

OSC: The photography lens in placed behind (and focused onto) the phosphor as 

opposed to in front of the PC, the beam needed to be split in order to be incident on 

both heads as opposed to a single slit and in order to split the beam and steer it onto 

the heads while focusing a long focal length (250mm) macro lens was placed before 

the beam splitter. 
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Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show the delays which need compensating for and the 

optical arrangement within the laser cavity and on optical tables 1 and 2  
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Figure 6.7 Schematic representation of delays 

Figure 6.8 Laser cavity setup 
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During imaging tests with the pyrometry optics and GOI, the resolution, 

magnification and FOV were recorded for all gating modes and compared to the 

predicted values. In the following section a breakdown of the predictions for these 

parameters is given, before the experimental results are analysed. 

 

Figure 6.9 Optical table arrangement 
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6.4. Predicted performance of the system 

 

6.4.1.  Vignetting 

 

The vignetting can be calculated at each stage by the approximation: 









 

f

d 2/
tan 1  

Equation 6.1 

 

where θ = the maximum angle at which the off axis beam will leave the lens, d = the 

diameter of the object (effective FOV) and f = the focal length of the lens. In the 

pyrometry system the second tube lens is imaging the magnified image so if for 

example the requirement is for a 1 mm FOV unvignetted then the second tube lens 

(TL2) will be imaging an object that is effectively 10 mm in diameter, a quick 

calculation predicts that the beam from the edge of this FOV will leave TUBE 

LENS2 at an angle of 0.72°. 









  72.0

400

5
tan 1

mm

mm
  

 

This allows us to estimate the beam divergence for a given distance: 

 

tan rBeamwidth  

Equation 6.2 

 

where r=the distance the beam has travelled and  = the maximum angle at which the 

off axis beam will leave the lens. 

  

Over a distance of 1 m the beam width increases by 12.5 mm which is approximately 

0.5’’; this means that for every meter travelled the optics need to increase in diameter 

by 1’’. This is quite a significant divergence especially considering the distances 

which will be involved in the optical set up at the Orion Laser Facility 

(approximately 8 m of travel from TCC to detector). One method of reducing the 

divergence would be to decrease the magnification through use of a different 
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objective; this would however limit the eventual resolution of the system and is 

probably not desirable. It would be helpful to reduce the path distance after tube lens 

2 (TL2), theoretical approximations [33] suggest that the infinity space between the 

objective and tube lens 1 (TL1)_ (the tube length) can be increased to 230-240 mm. 

 

 

 

The following equations are used in order to predict the image diameter as a function 

of the distance between the infinity corrected microscope objective and TL1:  


 2

)1()2( )(
f

L   [mm] 

Equation 6.3 

 

NAf  1)1( 2  [mm] 

Equation 6.4 

 

Where ø(1) = Objective exit pupil diameter, ø(2) = Effective diameter of TL1, f2 = 

focal length of TL1, f1= focal length of objective, and ø = image field diameter[33].  

 

Calculating for the whole system shows that an unvignetted FOV of around 0.45 mm 

should be obtainable: 
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Figure 6.10 infinity corrected microscope and tube lens 
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Figure 6.11 Full aperture layout for Orion optical pyrometry system 
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Apertures 1 and 4 are going to be more limited horizontally that they are vertically as 

they are mirrors at ~45º, using equation (6.1) and basic geometry it is calculable that 

the limiting aperture horizontally is Aperture 4 which requires a broadening angle of 

≤0.325º. The vertical limiting aperture is predicted to be Aperture 5 which requires a 

broadening angle of ≤0.323º. 

The FOV can then be predicted as: 

 

                         

             

 

This is the FOV at the Image plane between MT1 and MT2 which is a 10x magnified 

representation of the real FOV which is therefore predicted to be 0.45mm. 

 

6.4.2.  Chromatic performance 

 

The pyrometry optics will be based in the TIM and the light will pass through a 

10mm fused silica glass window of 4” diameter, measurement of the broadband 

spectrum through the window is necessary as the material refractive index depends 

on the wavelength of light: 

 

 

TIM window 

Off axis ray 

Chromatic 

blur 

Figure 6.12 Chromatic blur due to window 
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Similarly, the sapphire entrance window on the streak camera is another source of 

chromatic aberration. It is important that a paraxial shift be predicted and properly 

characterised as the measurements require a comparison between the two wavelength 

groups, and that comparison can only be accurate if the light is focusing in the smae 

plane at a well defined time. The focal shifts are calculated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

For Paraxial rays the focal shift associated with the window is  

 

    
     

 
                     

Equation 6.5 

The lens is set to focus red light onto the photocathode, the paraxial shift is the 

difference: 

 

                         

 

As the depth of focus of the Sigma 500 lens is estimated by: 
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Photography 
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Figure 6.13 Chromatic defocusing through sapphire entrance window 
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Equation 6.6 

Where t=the depth of focus, N the F# and c=the circle of confusion [34]: 

 

                  

 

         

 

Since this is larger than 60 µm the chromatic blur is not a problem for the brightness 

channel. However for the colour channel this may pose an issue. The colour channel 

records a relative measurement of the deep ultraviolet and the red light, due to the 

wider separation in the spectrum the focus shift is greater: 

 

                       

 

This begins to become a problem as the lens used will have a similar DoF as above. 

Two ways have been considered to correct this problem; firstly independent imaging 

optics could be used to re-image the red and the DUV, this way the focuses could be 

independently set, the other option is to keep the single optic but use a negative lens 

in the UV path in order to correct the difference in focus before reimaging. 

 

6.4.3.  Magnification, Resolution and sensitivity/fluence 

 

In order to have a well characterised system it is important to establish as much of 

the performance as you can before fielding in an experimental environment. The 

need to know the vignetting and field of view (FOV) stem from the requirement to 

know exactly how much light is being received for the brightness channel on the 

optical pyrometry experiment. 

The spatial resolution of the system needs to be high enough in order to account for 

the polarity of shock breakout. This is essentially referring to uneven emission over 

the surface, if over a small surface element one half of the surface element is 

producing emission but the other half is lagging behind, if the spatial resolution of 
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the detector is not able to distinguish these two spatially dependent events then the 

temperature measurement will be an incorrect integration over the two giving a 

mislead temperature reading [30]. If the spatial resolution is increased via a larger 

magnification then the signal drops off as the square of that increase, although this 

will allow for a better characterisation of the temperature in terms of uneven shock 

break out, if will be sacrificing signal to the point where hotspots are harder to 

identify on the surface. [30] 

The magnification of the system is defined as: 

2TL

Nikon
OBJ

f

f
MM   

Equation 6.7 

Where Mobj= magnification of the objective, fNikon= focal length of the fast camera 

lens, fTL2=focal length of the tube lens. 

The resolution of the system is defined as: 

 

   22

dO RRR   

Equation 6.8 

Where Ro = Optical imaging resolution and Rd = detector resolution. For the 

pyrometry system the limiting optical component is the final element (the fast 

photography lens) which has a resolution of 50 lp/mm, which is roughly 20 μm, at 

50% contrast, so Ro is: 

M

m
RO

25
  

The detector (in this case an optical streak camera) has a resolution of 25 lp/mm (~40 

μm) at 50% contrast: 

M

m
Rd

40
  

If the setup is a 10x objective followed by an MT1 tube lens, then an MT2 tube lens 

to relay the image out to a 500 mm focal length photography lens the overall 

magnification will be: 

 

5.12
400

500
10 

mm

mm
M  

Giving a resolution of: 
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Better resolution could be achieved by increasing the magnification, for example if 

the positions of the 200f and 400f tube lenses were swapped the resulting 

magnification and resolution would be: 
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However this comes at the sacrifice of fluence through the system and will degrade 

the sensitivity of the diagnostic potentially to unacceptable levels (for a 

magnification of 50x the beam divergence angle is 2.9°, greatly increasing light 

loss). Also this resolution actually exceeds the diffraction limit of the system so is 

unattainable anyway: 

 

mnmFDL  122.15008.122.1#   [35] 

 

A third potential arrangement is to use two 400f tube lenses as the relay lens pair 

giving a magnification of 25 and a resolution of ~2 μm. 

 

As detailed above there are 3 potential arrangements (12.5x, 50x and 25x 

magnification), however taking into account that the signal drops off proportional to 

the square of the magnification means that a lot of signal will need to be produced to 

use anything other than the 12.5x magnification set up.  

 

 

6.5. Results 

 

6.5.1.  Initial vignetting test: 
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Figure 6.14 Image diameter as a function of microscope and tube lens separation, IMD=image 

diameter, the performance was unchanged by filtering between 450-700 nm and the Lambertian 

source points are from measurement using a CCD. 

 

Testing was initially performed with a transmissive resolution grid; this gave an 

artificially greater unvignetted field of view due to collimation effects, once a 

Lambertian source was used the vignetting followed the expected trend (fig 6.14). 

That the Lambertian source gave the expected trend suggests that the source being 

used previously was subject to collimation effects.  

 

6.5.2.  Resolution of pyrometry system 

 

A simulation of the optical path length and expected optical components that the 

pyrometry beam would traverse when installed at Orion is shown in Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15 Passive testing with full aperture arrangement  
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Images in tables A.2 and A.3 (see appendix) show resolution down to 1µm which is 

around the predicted diffraction limit of the system, figure 6.16 shows the smallest 

element on a USAF grid (~4 micometers) being easily resolved. 

 

Figure 6.16 

 

Filters were used in an attempt to degrade the resolution but the resolution 

performance remained unchanged; the system remained able to resolve the one 

micron wire at wavelengths <400nm and >750nm which is outside the operational 

parameters of the tube lenses , see tables A.2. and A.3[33]. 

 

The beam splitter and window were introduced into the path to see if there was any 

walk off or chromatic blur effects decreasing the resolution. Pictures H, I, and J in 

table A.3 show a walk off due to the splitter which is then corrected by an equally 

thick anti-parallel compensator. Images L and N show the effect of the splitter on 

resolution to be minimal. However images M and N show that the window does 

seem to degrade the 1.6 µm resolution slightly. Since the overall pyrometry 

resolution will be limited to 3µm by the streak camera, the windows reduction of the 

1.6µm resolution contrast can be considered negligible.  
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Figure 6.17 Contrast function for the Optical Pyrometry 
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The contrast profile shows an expected drop off in system performance towards the 

resolution limit and allows a prediction of the contrast at untested spatial frequencies. 

The dashed line is a free hand estimation of the untested resolution performance, this 

is based on the fact that the 5 and 2µm wires (images A and H) are both sharp where 

as a softening appears in the image of the 1µm (image E) wire suggesting a sharp 

drop in contrast around this point. This would make sense as the system is diffraction 

limited to ~1µm as calculated earlier. To further test this resolution grids that cover 

these values are needed. 

 

6.5.3.  Magnification, FOV and vignetting test over Orion OPD 

 

A relative magnification check was performed (as in Arrangement 3, however to get 

a useable FOV the photography lens was placed at 4 m as opposed to 9 m. A USAF 

grid resolution target was used for this section of testing, the target consists of a 

series of groups each of which contain 6 elements, each ascending element number 

in a group displays line pairs at progressively decreasing widths.  

Group 3 Element 2 of a USAF grid 8.98 lp/mm which is 111.358 microns per line 

pair, so the grid placed at the intermediate image plane between tube lens 1 and tube 

lens 2 (in arrangement 3 with Tube lens 1 as 200f and tube lens 2 as 400f) will be 2x 

magnified and should (based on the information in table 6) have a line width of ~13 

pixels and the observed image displayed ~16 pixels per line: 
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Figure 6.18 Magnification check at intermediate image plane 

 

For the main grid Group 4 Element 3 was used which is 20.26 lp/mm at 12.5x 

magnification which should give an image with a line width of ~42 pixels, a line 

width of ~44 pixels was observed: 

 

 

Figure 6.19 Magnification check after full pass of the system 
 
 

PIKE f-210 Diagonal Width Height 

Type 1 Chip 16.3 mm 14.2 mm 7.992 mm 

Pixel 10.5 μm 7.4 μm 7.4 μm 

Table 6.3 Firewire CCD parameters 

 

In order to check the field of view is as predicted 

~16 

pixels 

~ 44 pixels 
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Figure 6.20 FOV of entire system for 10x and 5x magnifications 

 

The 10x objective gives a system with an overall magnification of 12.5x, the 5x 

objective gives 6.25x magnification. The 10x objective system gives a FOV of 0.42 

mm and the 5x objective a FOV of 1.08 mm. 

 

Initial characterisation of the spectrum throughput for the entire system showed that 

it was most heavily dependent on the Red-UV splitter (‘S’ on Figure 6.15). This 

characterisation was performed by placing a linear band pass filter at the ‘TCC’ (‘R’ 

on Figure 6.15) and recording the reflected and transmitted spectrums. Further 

characterisation is planned to be carried out with a spectrometer at AWE. These 

results fit with the expected beam broadening and vignetting performance of the 

system. 
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6.5.4.  Resolution of GOI 

 

 

Figure 6.21 Resolution of system degraded by GOI 

 

As shown in figure 6.21there is an expected degradation in MTF from the fact that a 

less powerful objective is being used (5x as opposed to 10x). This is due to the large 

spatial resolutions of the photocathode and the MCP when compared to the 

diffraction limited resolution of the pyrometry microscope optics. 

 

6.6. Discussion 

The pyrometry system was fully characterised, the initial vignetting tests showed that 

the microscope objective and MT1 tube lens are functioning as quoted (once a 

Lambertian source was used) and that a very wide field of view can be transferred to 

the intermediate image plane. The resolution of the system is excellent and was able 

to resolve 1.6µm line pairs, although not at great contrast. The beam divergence was 

found to be as expected and gave a 0.43 mm unvignetted FOV in the full beam path 

mock up. The window at the back of the TIM was successfully simulated and found 

to have a very minimal effect which will not affect the overall resolution of the 
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pyrometry system. The beam splitter and compensator were successfully tested and 

the compensator was found to be a necessary component in order to avoid beam walk 

off. The broadband spectrum coming off the beam splitter was found to be as 

expected given the quoted curve. The resolution was degraded with the introduction 

of the GOI head, this was expected and is probably a result of the pore to pore 

distance in the MCP. 

 

This particular application of the TIDI would be the application that requires the 

most space for front end optics. In particular, the limited space available within the 

TIM means that this application defines the amount of space the TIDI will take up. 

As previously analysed, this has a huge impact on the temporal resolution that can be 

available (due to the temporal resolutions heavy dependence on the drift length). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.22 displays how the UV optics arrangement would differ from the tested 

optics, magnification would come only from the objective so the resolution would 

not be quite as good. The beam has no need to travel as long a path as tested for the 

optical pyrometry set up (due to the TIM based TIDI) and so there is no need for the 

relay lens arrangement. Also the reduction in spatial resolution caused by the MCP 

provides motivation for designing a TIDI which can function without that 

component; this is explored further in the design section. 
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Figure 6.22 Example arrangement of TIDI used in conjunction with the pyrometry system 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and further work 

Chapter 7 summarises the thesis. The aims of the work are restated. The 

results of the design study are collected and presented alongside the results 

from the characterisation of the optical pyrometry system.  
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The aims of this study were to: 

 Establish the requirement for a diagnostic of very high temporal 

resolution 

 Identify and outline the key experimental applications of such a 

device and how this would affect the design of the diagnostic 

  Assess the feasibility of employing a pulse dilation device for HED 

experiments at the Orion Laser Facility 

 Characterise an optical pyrometry system in an attempt to further 

understand the restrictions that would be placed on a potential time 

dilation imager in coupling it with front end optics specific to 

application 

 Restore and test a Gated Optical Imager to further understand the 

current limitations of gated imaging 

 Analysis potential geometries of the Orion TIDI to ascertain the 

most appropriate design to move forward with. 

 

It has been well established that the need is present for a high temporally 

resolving device. The experimental programme at Orion has evolved to the 

point where key information is unreachable due to restrictions in the current 

diagnostic suite’s temporal, spatial, and/or spectral capabilities. The primary 

applications have been established as: time resolved broadband x-ray 

diffraction of shock compressed materials, UV colour temperature 

measurements, and time resolved point projection spectroscopy. All three 

primary applications require temporal resolution in 2D which is currently 

unavailable. The current diagnostic that comes closest to fulfilling these 

applications is the Gated X-ray Detector (with a spatial resolution of 60 µm 

and a temporal resolution of >70 ps), this does not however satisfy the 

requirements laid out in table 2 of <10ps temporal resolution and <50µm 

spatial resolution 
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The compatibility of the three primary applications with a potential TIM 

based geometry is likely not going to cause issue. Estimations of 

comparable signal collection and sensitivity differences of tried and tested 

techniques against the proposed TIDI diagnostic has found that sufficient 

signal should be collected. A roughly to scale drawing of the BBXRD set up 

has shown that the geometry should not be a problem. The UV colour 

temperature will be the limiting case in terms of longitudinal space and this 

has been taken into account in the designs for the TIDI. 

 

The individual components that would comprise a likely design for an Orion 

TIDI have been identified and assessed, the potential problems each 

component could cause have been predicted and any potential solutions 

highlighted. An attempt has been made to keep the design simple in order to 

minimise potential issues, unnecessary components have been recognized 

for potential removal (e.g. MCP), and other methods suggested for 

completing their task.   

 

The design constraints have been explained and justified, including; the 

necessity of a modular design for UV and x-ray sensitivity, ensuring 

compatibility of the device with a Ten-Inch Manipulator (TIM), and the 

benefits and trade-offs of certain critical design parameters like the drift 

region magnetic field and the photocathode voltage sweep. 

 

Experimental work has been done to characterise an optical arrangement 

similar to one which would be used for the UV colour temperature 

measurements. The initial vignetting tests showed that the microscope 

objective and MT1 tube lens are functioning as quoted (once a Lambertian 

source was used) and that a very wide field of view can be transferred to the 

intermediate image plane.   

 

The resolution of the system was 1.6µm line pairs, although not at great 

contrast. The beam divergence was as expected and gave a 4.3 mm 
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unvignetted FOV in the full beam path mock up. The whole system was 

found to be well colour corrected and a simulation of the Orion optical path 

found a minimal effect from a window (with no overall affect on the 

resolution), and walk off from a beam splitter which was successfully 

corrected for using a compensator window. 

  

Further experimental work has been performed into bringing a Gated 

Optical Imager online (the Kentech GOI). The GOI work was not 

successful, given more time it would be worth establishing where the 

problem with the gating mechanism lies, the GOI is ~20 years old and it 

would be useful to identify the issue not only for bringing the diagnostic 

online but also as it may potentially shine a light on how the TIDI will age 

and allow for future proofing. The GOI experiments were however 

instructive in consideration of the design of the TIDI, especially the 

individual component analysis. 

 

Reviewing the potential designs (TIDI 1-3) has lead to the conclusion that 

TIDI 3 would be the optimum design to push forward with. The high level 

of flexibility of the photocathode means that the design can continually be 

developed for specific applications. All the designs have the potential to 

exchange the detection back end with a ns framing CCD when the 

technology is established, however TIDI 3 will provide the best spatial 

resolution in the mean time due to the removal of the MCP. 

 

TIDI 3 is estimated to provide <10ps temporal resolution, 4 frames at a 

spacing of ~100ps, a spatial resolution of <50µm, and a dynamic range of 

300 counts with an interchangeable photocathode with a flexible design 

structure allowing for a high level of adaptability for specific applications. 

This design is achievable with existing technology and would provide the 

diagnostic capability required for the Orion experimental programme that is 

currently unavailable.  
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Appendix: 

Table A.1 shows the capabilities of the current x-ray diagnostic suit at the Orion laser facility. The table is included in order to highlight 

the place for a Time Dilation Imager (TIDI). 

Diagnostic 

features 

Diagnostic 

DANTE HEX-ID FFLEX HXRS TLD ARRAY GXD 

Spectral range 50eV – 2keV 1 – 10keV 20 – 100keV 100keV – 2MeV 100keV – 20MeV 6eV – 17.5keV 

Purpose 

 

Absolutely 

calibrated, time-

resolved 

measurement of 

low-energy x-ray 

emission from 

laser-target 

interactions to 

measure target 

Plasma opacity 

measurements, 

high-resolving 

power 

spectroscopy of 

x-ray backlighter 

materials. 

Simultaneous 

spectral and 

temporal 

Time-integrated 

measurement of 

hard x-ray 

spectrum from 

laser-plasma 

experiments. 

Information on 

hot electron 

temperatures. 

Time-integrated 

measurement of 

hard x-ray and 

bremsstrahlung 

spectrum from 

laser-plasma 

experiments. 

Information on hot 

electron 

temperatures. 

Measure bremsstrahlung 

radiation dose levels and 

infer hot electron 

fractions in the 

electromagnetic pulse 

environment of a laser-

plasma interaction. 

X‐ray detection 

system using 

microchannel plate 

(MCP) technology. 

Provide 2D spatially 

resolved, time gated 

images of x-ray 

emission. Record x-

ray images and 

x-ray spectra from 
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temperature. measurements for 

a laser shot. 

laser‐irradiated 

targets. 

Technique 
Filters and x-ray 

diodes (XRDs). 

Filters, convex 

reflection crystals 

& image plate, 

diamond PCDs or 

complementary 

metal oxide 

semiconductor 

(CMOS) sensors. 

Filters, 

scintillators and 

photomultiplier 

tubes (PMTs). 

Filters, scintillators 

and photomultiplier 

tubes (PMTs). 

Filters, 

thermoluminescent (TL) 

phosphor. 

MCP, HV pulsed 

phosphor screen and 

CCD 

Dynamic range  

(orders of 

magnitude or 

XRDS  5  

PCDs  2 – 3, 

image plate  5, 

CMOS  4 

PMTs  5 PMTs  5 
TL phosphor  

 4 – 5   
300 
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value) 

Detector 

Sensitivity 

 2 x 10
-4

 – 0.2  

mA / W 

 

 0.5mA / W 

(PCDs) 

 2 – 6 mPSL / 

5keV x-ray 

(image plate)  

 0.2 – 0.8 mA / 

W (CMOS, at 

555nm) 

85mA / W  

(PMT, at 

420nm) 

85mA / W  

(PMT, at 420nm) 
10

-2
 – 400 rad 

Varies with MCP 

gain, typical MCP 

detection efficiency 

to soft x-rays of  

5 – 15% 

Signal-to-noise 

ratio 
~ 50 – 500   

 40 (PCDs) 

 20 – 40 

(CMOS) 

 17 (image 

plate) 

~ 10 ~ 10 ~ 4 > 20 

Spatial 

resolution 
None 

 50µm (CMOS) 

 75µm (image 
None None None Up to 60µm 
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plate) 

Temporal 

resolution 
< 200ps < 300ps (PCDs) ~ 230ns ~ 17ns None 70 – 500ps 

Resolving 

power (E/dE) 
1 – 10 > 500 ~ 1 – 5  ~ 1 None ~ 10 – 50 

Fielded on 

TIM / port? 
Port TIM Port Port TIM TIM 

Table A.1 Orion diagnostic Suite 

 

Tables A.2 and A.3 are the various experimental configurations and images recorded for the characterisation of the optical pyrometry 

system in Chapter 6. 

 

Resolution 

(µm) 

Fig 

table 

ref 

Compensator Splitter Window Objective Tube 

lens 1 

Tube 

lens 2 

Optical 

Path 

Distanc

e (m) 

Resolution element 

5 A N N N 10x 200f 400f 1.5 Wire grid 

4.3 B N N N 10x 200f 400f 8 USAF 
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2 C N N N 10x 200f 400f 8 Wire grid 

1.7 D N N N 10x 200f 400f 8 Ronchi fluorescent 

1 E N N N 10x 200f 400f 8 Wire grid 

4.3 F N N N 10x 400f 400f 8 USAF 

1.7 G N N N 10x 200f 400f 8 Ronchi Transmissive 

4.3 H N N Y 10x 200f 400f 8 USAF 

4.3 I Y N Y 10x 200f 400f 8 USAF 

4.3 J Y Y Y 10x 200f 400f 8 USAF 

1.7 K N N N 10x 200f 400f 4 Ronchi fluorescent  

1.7 L Y Y N 10x 200f 400f 4 Ronchi Fluorescent 

1.7 M N N Y 10x 200f 400f 4 Ronchi fluorescent  

1.7 N Y Y Y 10x 200f 400f 4 Ronchi fluorescent  

Table A.2 Summary of Resolution Results 
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 A  B  C 

 D  E   F 

 G  H  I 
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 J  K  L 

 M  N 

Table A.3 Pictures for table A.2
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Table A.4 is a summary of the full experimental potential of the Orion TIDI, this is 

useful to include as it is the basis of the user requirements defined in Chapter 3. 

Experiment  Required Spec Currently 

Achievable? 

Achievable with a 

Dilation Imager 

Doped Capsule 

Implosion 

experiments 

<10 ps temporal 

res 

~10 µm 

Streak cameras can 

provide the 

temporal 

resolution; an x-ray 

microscope would 

be able to give us 

the spatial 

resolution. 

SLOS is predicted 

to have an 

increased spatial 

resolution when 

compared to DIXI 

(~20 µm) and can 

produce four 

frames from a 

single shot 100 ps 

apart. It can 

provide both the 

spatial and 

temporal resolution 

required in one 

diagnostic device.  

Line modelling of 

radiation 

hydrodynamics 

<10 ns GXD has suitable 

temporal resolution 

but not the required 

spatial resolution 

With a SLOS type 

imager we can 

reach the required 

temporal and 

spatial resolution 

UV-soft x-ray 

imaging 

spectral response 

in the range of 3 

eV – 10 keV 

GXD and DANTE 

can currently cover 

this range, but with 

limited (GXD) or 

null (DANTE) 

spatial resolution 

SLOS or any 

dilation imager can 

be made to cover 

this range with the 

correct design 

considerations. 

Spectroscopy of 

warm-dense-matter 

Temperatures in 

the range of 1-100 

Streak cameras are 

as close as we can 

A dilation imager 

would still not do 
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for EoS studies.  

For Example: 

Thermal emissions 

from micro-wire 

targets which 

requires 1-10ps 

Temporal 

resolution and very 

good spatial 

resolution. 

eV 

 

Densities in the 

range of 10
-3

-10
1
 

g/cm
3
 

 

Sub picosecond 

temporal response 

to accurately 

evaluate rapid 

changes in warm-

dense matter  

 

 

get in terms of 

temporal 

resolution. 

Currently we rely 

on sub pico second 

x-ray sources  

this justice 

temporally but 

would be able to 

add a spatial 

resolution that the 

streak camera is 

missing. 

Pre-plasma 

characterisation 

with short pulse 

probe beams 

gating-out coherent 

self emission 

Spatial resolution 

<50 µm 

X-ray spectrum  

 

An X-ray 

microscope can get 

down to the 

required spatial 

resolutions but 

would only provide 

one time integrated 

image  

SLOS would be 

able to the required 

spatial resolution 

as well as 

providing 4 frames 

of the developing 

system. 

2DTime resolved 

X-ray diffraction 

5-10 ps temporal 

resolution and the 

ability to record x-

ray diffraction 

patterns 

Sub 10 ps 

resolution using a 

streak camera, 

however this does 

not allow for 2D 

imaging of 

complex 

diffraction patterns 

DIXI has shown 

the ability to get 

down to 6 ps 

resolution, TIDI 

should have 

sufficient spatial 

resolution also 

Point Projection 

Spectroscopy 

Record the 

evolution of x-ray 

See above See above 
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Table A.4 Overview of TIDI experimental applications derived from interests of the Radiation 

physics department at AWE 

 

 

Table 5 is a summary of the benefits and drawbacks of adjusting the key components 

for optimisation of the Orion TIDI for various experimental applications.  

 

 

Variable Increase Decrease  

Photocathode Area More photons collected per 

m^2 

 

Will be able to place PC 

further away from target  

 

Requires a de-magnifying 

geometry which sacrifices 

spatial resolution   

 

Would possibly not fit inside 

a TIM 

Would reduce the collection of 

photons so would require being 

relatively close to the target 

 

Would not require as high a B-

field which would increase the 

spatial resolution as the spatial 

resolution is inversely 

proportional to the B-field 

 

Can have something more akin 

to a 1 to 1 geometry 

 

Would fit inside a TIM 

 

A smaller area closer to the 

target to increase the yield 

would also have an increased 

photoelectron density which 

would lead to high space charge 

effects  

Magnetic field Increase in spatial resolution Decreasing the magnetic field 

spectra with <10 ps 

resolution 
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strength due to tighter electron orbits 

(spatial resolution limited to 

4x the electron orbit radius, 

which is inversely 

proportional to B) 

 

This could lead to issues with 

solenoid stored energy and 

require a mechanical 

adjustment to the TIM 

will restrict the spatial 

resolution 

 

Would decrease space charge 

effects by having a lower 

current density 

PC-MCP distance Longer drift length increases 

either number of frames or 

temporal magnification 

 

Longer drift time will lead to 

higher instance of space 

charge effects 

 

Mechanical constraints may 

make it incompatible with a 

TIM 

 

Potential to have knock on 

effects on the position and 

size of a photocathode 

Less space charge effect 

 

Less time for magnification 

 

Requires a higher gradient of 

voltage sweep 

PC Voltage sweep 

gradient 

Higher temporal spread 

 

Low voltage limited by space 

charge effects 

Lower temporal magnification 

MCP size Would require a larger 

number of pixels at the CCD 

 

Will either require a small PC 

or a de-magnifying geometry, 

either way we will sacrifice 
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Would require a larger 

B-field, the energy in the B-

field is set by the number of 

pixels, a doubling of MCP 

size would leap to a 

quadrupling of B-field 

making stored energy a 

problem. 

spatial resolution this way 

 

However we will be able to 

gate across a strip more quickly 

PC bias voltage Higher gate times  

PC gating pulse 

width 

Higher gate time  

Modular PC Allows for a range of 

experiments 

 

Will potentially require 

adjustments to solenoid field, 

pin hole to PC distance, any 

other mechanisms we have in 

place that depend of PC 

size/energy spread  

Limited experiments can be 

performed with diagnostic 

 

No need for adjustment (fewer 

moving parts) 

Table A.5 Benefits and Drawbacks of key design decisions 

 


